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Control Document - GEH Draft Response to RAI 3.9-292

References:
1. MFN 12-037 Letter from USNRC to Jerald G. Head, GEH, Subject: Request for
Additional Information Letter No. 414 related to ESBWR Design Certification
Application (DCD) Revision 9, received May 1, 2012.
2. MFN 12-043, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response to RAI 3.9-269,
February 7, 2013.
3. MFN 13-003, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests for
Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response for RAI 3.9-270,
January 21, 2013.
4. MFN 12-045, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9271, February 8, 2013.
5. MFN 12-046, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
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Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response to RAI 3.9-272,
January 24, 2013.
6. MFN 12-038, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document- RAI 3.9-273, June 1,2012.
7. MFN 12-040, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response to RAI 3.9-274,
January 24, 2013.
8. MFN 12-047, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9275, February 13, 2013.
9. MFN 12-048, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response to RAI 3.9-276,
January 23, 2013.
10. MFN 12-086, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9277, February 11,2013.
11.MFN 12-049, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9278, January 31, 2013.
12.MFN 12-050, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Response to RAI 3.9-279,
January 24, 2013.
13.MFN 12-051, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dlryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9280, February 15, 2013.
14.MFN 12-052, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - RAI 3.9-281, June 12, 2012.
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15.MFN 12-070, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests for
Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - RAI 3.9-282, June 5, 2012.
16.MFN 12-054, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9283, February 14, 2013.
17.MFN 12-055, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9284, February 14, 2013.
18. MFN 12-077, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Responses to RAI 3.9285 and RAI 3.9-286, February 15, 2013.
19. MFN 12-058, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9287, February 14, 2013.
20.MFN 12-059, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Final Response to RAI 3.9288, February 8, 2013.
21.MFN 12-066, Revision 2, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document - Final Responses to RAI 3.9-289,
3.9-290, and 3.9-291, January 30, 2013.
22.MFN 12-065, Revision 1, Letter from Jerald G. Head to USNRC, NRC Requests
for Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling
Water Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter
3 of the ESBWR Design Control Document -Final Responses to RAI 3.9-293,
February 8,2013.
In regard to the Requests for Additional Information that you have transmitted in your
May 1, 2012 Letter, Reference 1, to support the NRC ESBWR Steam Dryer
Methodology Audit conducted March 21 - 23, 2012 Docket 05200010, please find
attached the GEH draft response to RAI 3.9-292. This response is considered draft in
order to discuss and finalize changes to the ESBWR licensing basis before a revision to
the Design Control Document (DCD) is issued in the near future.
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Enclosure 1 contains the complete response, and is acceptable for public release.
Separate from the response, Enclosure 2, which contains proprietary information, is a
roadmap for reviewing the RAI responses in total and is considered a tool for reviewers
and not part of the RAI response. Enclosure 3 is a public version of the roadmap.
Enclosure 4 is a proprietary version of an engineering report and Enclosure 5 is a public
version of the report. Enclosure 6 provides marked-up pages to the DCD for the
changes described in the response. Enclosure 7 is an affidavit for withholding the
proprietary information in Enclosure 2 and Enclosure 4.
If you have any questions concerning this letter, please contact Peter Yandow at 910819-6378.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing information is true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
Sincerely,

Jerald G. Head
Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs
Commitments: No additional commitments are made in this response.
Enclosures:
1.
2.
3.
4.

GEH Draft Response to RAI 3.9-292
NRC RAIs and Licensing Basis Changes Roadmap - Proprietary Version
NRC RAIs and Licensing Basis Changes Roadmap - Public Version
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Structural Evaluation,"
NEDE-33313P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013
5. GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Structural Evaluation,"
NEDO-33313, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013
6. ESBWR Design Control Document Marked-Up Pages
7. Affidavit
cc: Glen Watford, GEH
Peter Yandow, GEH
Patricia Campbell, GEH
Mark Colby, GEH
Daniel Pappone, GEH
DRF Section 0000-0147-3921

Enclosure 7
MFN 13-007
Affidavit

GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas LLC
AFFIDAVIT
I, Jerald G. Head, state as follows:
(1) I am the Senior Vice President, Regulatory Affairs of GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy
Americas LLC (GEH), and have been delegated the function of reviewing the
information described in paragraph (2) which is sought to be withheld, and have
been authorized to apply for its withholding.
(2) The information sought to be withheld is contained in Enclosures 2 and 4 of GEH's
letter MFN 13-007, Jerald G. Head (GEH) to USNRC, "NRC Requests for
Additional Information Related to the Audit of the Economic Simplified Boiling Water
Reactor (ESBWR) Steam Dryer Design Methodology Supporting Chapter 3 of the
ESBWR Design Control Document - GEH Draft Response to RAI 3.9-292,"
February 19, 2013. The GEH proprietary information in Enclosure 2 of MFN 13-007
is identified by a
underline inside double square brackets( 3 1]
Figures and large equation objects are identified with double square brackets
before and after the object. In each case, the superscript notation {3} refers to
Paragraph (3) of this affidavit, which provides the basis for the proprietary
determination.
(3) In making this application for withholding and determination of proprietary
information of which it is the owner or licensee, GEH relies upon the exemption
from disclosure set forth in the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 USC Sec.
552(b)(4), and the Trade Secrets Act, 18 USC Sec. 1905, and NRC regulations 10
CFR 9.17(a)(4), and 2.390(a)(4) for trade secrets (Exemption 4). The material for
which exemption from disclosure is here sought also qualifies under the narrower
definition of trade secret, within the meanings assigned to those terms for purposes
of FOIA Exemption 4 in, respectively, Critical Mass Energy Proiect v. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, 975 F2d 871 (DC Cir. 1992), and Public Citizen Health
Research Group v. FDA, 704 F2d 1280 (DC Cir. 1983).
(4) The information sought to be withheld is considered to be proprietary for the
reasons set forth in paragraphs (4)a and (4)b. Some examples of categories of
information that fit into the definition of proprietary information are:
a.

Information that discloses a process, method, or apparatus, including
supporting data and analyses, where prevention of its use by GEH's
competitors without license from GEH constitutes a competitive economic
advantage over GEH and/or other companies.

b.

Information that, if used by a competitor, would reduce their expenditure of
resources or improve their competitive position in the design, manufacture,
shipment, installation, assurance of quality, or licensing of a similar product.
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c.

Information that reveals aspects of past, present, or future GEH customerfunded development plans and programs, that may include potential products
of GEH.

d.

Information that discloses trade secret and/or potentially patentable subject
matter for which it may be desirable to obtain patent protection.

(5) To address 10 CFR 2.390(b)(4), the information sought to be withheld is being
submitted to the NRC in confidence. The information is of a sort customarily held in
confidence by GEH, and is in fact so held. The information sought to bewithheld
has, to the best of my knowledge and belief, consistently been held in confidence
by GEH, not been disclosed publicly, and not been made available in public
sources. All disclosures to third parties, including any required transmittals to the
NRC, have been made, or must be made, pursuant to regulatory provisions or
proprietary and/or confidentiality agreements that provide for maintaining the
information in confidence. The initial designation of this information as proprietary
information and the subsequent steps taken to prevent its unauthorized disclosure
are as set forth in the following paragraphs (6) and (7).
(6) Initial approval of proprietary treatment of a document is made by the manager of
the originating component, who is the person most likely to be acquainted with the
value and sensitivity of the information in relation to industry knowledge, or who is
the person most likely to be subject to the terms under which it was licensed to
GEH. Access to such documents within GEH is limited to a "need to know" basis.
(7) The procedure for approval of external release of such a document typically
requires review by the staff manager, project manager, principal scientist, or other
equivalent authority for technical content, competitive effect, and determination of
the accuracy of the proprietary designation. Disclosures outside GEH are limited to
regulatory bodies, customers, and potential customers, and their agents, suppliers,
and licensees, and others with a legitimate need for the information, and then only
in accordance with appropriate regulatory provisions or proprietary and/or
confidentiality agreements.
(8) The information identified in paragraph (2) above is classified as proprietary
because it communicates sensitive business information regarding commercial
communications, plans, and strategies associated with future actions related to
GEH's extensive body of ESBWR technology, design, and regulatory information
and it's protection is important to the design certification process.
(9) Public disclosure of the information sought to be withheld is likely to cause
substantial harm to GEH's competitive position and foreclose or reduce the
availability of profit-making opportunities. The information is part of GEH's
comprehensive BWR safety and technology base, and its commercial value
extends beyond the original development cost. The value of the technology base
goes beyond the extensive physical database and analytical methodology and
includes development of the expertise to determine and apply the appropriate
MFN 13-007
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evaluation process. In addition, the technology base includes the value derived
from providing analyses done with NRC-approved methods.
The research, development, engineering, analytical and NRC review costs
comprise a substantial investment of time and money by GEH. The precise value of
the expertise to devise an evaluation process and apply the correct analytical
methodology is difficult to quantify, but it clearly is substantial. GEH's competitive
advantage will be lost if its competitors are able to use the results of the GEH
experience to normalize or verify their own process or if they are able to claim an
equivalent understanding by demonstrating that they can arrive at the same or
similar conclusions.
The value of this information to GEH would be lost if the information were disclosed
to the public. Making such information available to competitors without their having
been required to undertake a similar expenditure of resources would unfairly
provide competitors with a windfall, and deprive GEH of the opportunity to exercise
its competitive advantage to seek an adequate return on its large investment in
developing and obtaining these very valuable analytical tools.
I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing affidavit and the matters stated
therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief.
Executed on this

1 9 th

day of February 2013.

Jerald G. Head
GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy Americas LLC
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Enclosure I
IVIFN 13-007
GEH Draft Response to RAI 3.9-292

IMPORTANT NOTICE REGARDING CONTENTS OF THIS DOCUMENT
Please Read Carefully
The information contained in this document is furnished solely for the purpose(s) stated
in the transmittal letter. The only undertakings of GEH with respect to information in this
document are contained in the contracts between GEH and its customers or
participating utilities, and nothing contained in this document shall be construed a s
changing that contract. The use of this information by anyone for any purpose other
than that for which it is intended is not authorized; and with respect to any unauthorized
use, GEH makes no representation or warranty, and assumes no liability as to the
completeness, accuracy, or usefulness of the information contained in this document.
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NRC RAI 3.9-292
The staff's question is in regard to describing the changes that will be made to the
[ESBWR licensing basis documents]. GEH is requested to describe the changes to the
topical reports for ESBWR steam dryer analysis that will be made to rely on the SSES
steam dryer data to benchmark the steam dryer analysis in support of the ESBWR
design certification application.
GEH Response
This response addresses changes made to the ESBWR design certification licensing
basis that are described in responses to other steam dryer Requests for Additional
Information (RAIs). Changes to the ESBWR licensing basis documents are compiled in
this response. Editorial changes to the licensing basis changes identified in the RAI
responses may be reflected in the licensing basis changes in this response, but no
technical content changes are intended to be addressed in this response. Also note
that the Susquehanna Steam Electric Station (SSES) benchmark has been replaced
with the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station (GGNS) benchmark in response to RAI 3.9-269.
Roadmap: A tool for cross-referencing the licensing basis changes to the associated
RAIs is provided as Enclosure 2 (proprietary version) and Enclosure 3 (public version).
This "roadmap" is not part of the response to RAI 3.9-292, but is considered a tool for
purposes of identifying where specific RAIs and NRC feedback are addressed and what
licensing basis changes are associated with the change.
Licensing Basis Changes: The table below identifies whether or not the GEH response
to each of the NRC RAIs impacts the ESBWR licensing basis documents, and includes
a brief summary of the nature of the changes. The table mentions whether the change
impacts the ESBWR Design Control Document (DCD) or supporting engineering
reports.
Design Control Document (DCD) Changes: A detailed change list describing changes
to the ESBWR DCD is included below and reflects changes shown in the marked-up
pages attached. These changes will be incorporated into the ESBWR DCD. The table
of changes includes notes that describe changes to the content that may be different
from the content described specifically in RAI responses. However, the information
regarding the changes to the DCD will be finalized in the final response to RAI 3.9-292.
Engineering Report Changes: In addition to changes to the ESBWR DCD, supporting
engineering reports are revised, and one report has been deleted. A revision for
Engineering Report NED-33313, which is a final report, is included in this response
because of changes related to multiple RAI responses for RAIs 3.9-269, 3.9-270,
3.9-277, 3.9-284, 3.9-285, and 3.9-293. Engineering Report NED-33408 is included in
the response to RAI 3.9-269. Engineering Report NED-33312 is included in the
response to RAI 3.9-293. These engineering reports replace Licensing Topical Reports
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that were previously approved versions, which are now superseded by the three reports
listed below; and NED-33408, Supplement 1, is deleted.
These engineering reports are applicable only to the ESBWR steam dryer
methodologies. This change from referring to these previously as topical reports is
consistent with NRC guidance in LIC-500, Rev. 4 (12/2009), "Topical Report Process."
This guidance was issued during the NRC review of the ESBWR design certification
and GEH did not previously change the designated "type" of report, whether the NRC
issued a separate Safety Evaluation Report or not (the ESBWR licensing basis was
essentially complete by 12/2009 except for changes to address NRC Requests for
Additional Information). It is expected that the NRC Supplemental Safety Evaluation
Report will explain that these reports superseded the previous approved versions, as
explained herein and as discussed in LIC-500, Rev. 4.
NRC LIC-500, Rev. 4, added the following note for design certification applications in
Section 4.1.1 (page 2 of 23):
NOTE: Technical reports submitted to support an application for design
certification or plant-specific licensing actions are not defined as TRs
under this program. A technical report is typically submitted by a vendor.
The information in the technical report is subsequently captured in an
application (perhaps by reference); however, the NRC's evaluation of that
technical report is included in the SE for the design certification or plantspecific licensing application (a separate SE is not provided for each
technical report).
The three engineering reports that support the ESBWR design certification steam dryer
methodologies (proprietary and non-proprietary versions) are as follows:
*

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Acoustic Load Definition,"
NEDE-33312P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013, and NEDO33312, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013.

" GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Structural Evaluation," NEDE33313P, Class III (Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013, and NEDO-33313,
Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision 3, February 2013.
*

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer - Plant Based Load
Evaluation Methodology, PBLE01 Model Description," NEDC-33408P, Revision
2, Class III (Proprietary), February 2013, and NEDO-33408, Revision 2, Class I
(Nonproprietary), February 2013.
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Table of RAI Responses and Licensing Basis Changes

RAIRAI'Sumwmary

3.9-269

3.9-270

3.9-271

The staff's question is in
regard to submitting an' endto-end frequency-dependent
steam dryer strain simulationa
validation using steam dryer
loads computed using the
GEH Plant-Based Load.
Evaluation (PBLE) method 1,
along with described
adjustments to the
methodology and/or bias and
uncertainty to ensure the
strain gage spectra for an
instrumented steaam dryer are
.Reports
bounded.

The staff's question is in
regard to submitting an
updated PBLE method 2
benchmark that resolves the
errors and concerns raised by
the NRC regarding the QC2
benchmark,

The staff's question is in
regard to confirming that the'
PBLE method 1 and 2
benchmarks-are performed
using the same version of
PBLE that will be used for the
ESBWR certified design.

LUcensn

B6asi

Chane

MFN 12-043, Rev. 1 (02/07/2013).
Changes to the ESBWR licensing basis are
addressed in the response and are in the
following sections:
Changesto DCD Tier 2:
-Table 1.6-1, Section 3L.4.4, and Section
3L.6 are revised to address changes to
references.
NEDC-33408P and NEDO-33408
are revised to include a new PBLE Method
1 end-to-end benchmark.
NOTE: NEDC-33408P, Supplement 1, and
NEDO-33408, Supplement 1,'are no longer
used as ESBWR design certification
licensing basis documents. References to
these reports are deleted in DCD Revision
10. The, additional deletions are included
in the change table herein.
MFN 13-.003 (01/21/2013).
The response results in several changes to
the ESBWR DCD Tier 2 and to the
supporting reports to remove information
related to PBLE Method 2. The DCD Tier
2 changes are in Sections 3.9.2.3, 3L.1,
3L.2.2, 3L.4.4, and 3L.4.6 and in Table 3L5, Footnote (2).
MFN 12-045, Rev. 1 (02/.08/2013).
No change is proposed in regard to this
response for the DCD or other licensing
basis documents.
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RAI
jiumber.

"'RAI Summary

3.9-272

The staff's question is in
regard to submitting the
performance and results of
the ongoing strain gage
calibration studies.

3.9-273

3.9-274

3.9-275

3.9-276

3.9-277

3.9-278

3.9-279

The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
performance and results of
the hammer tests on the
SSES steam dryer.

Licensing Basis~Changes
MFN 12-046, Rev. 2 (01/24/2013).
ESBWR DCD Tier 2 Section 3L.4.6 is
revised to explain calibration of strain
gauges.
MFN 12-038, Rev. 1 (06/01/2012)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.

The staff's question is in
regard to resolving the
main steam line (MSL)
strain gage calibration
errors.

MFN 12-040, Rev. 2 (01/24/2013).

The staff's question is in
regard to evaluating the strain
measured on the SSES
steam dryer during EPU
operation in comparison to
the strain calculated from the
SSES steam dryer analysis.
The staff's question is in
regard to providing a
specific analysis of the MSL
nozzle location and size for
the QC2.acoustic model
and the SSES acoustic
model.
The staff's question is in
regard to the use of specific
types of welds in the
ESBWR steam dryer and
the justicatn
the justification for
for fate
fatigue

MFN 12-047, Rev. 1 (02/13/2013)

and quality factors for each
weld type.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
potential for loose parts
resulting from the failure of
welds.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the welds
in the SSES structural model
used as the validation
benchmark.

Revisions to ESBWR Report NEDC33408P address the licensing basis
changes for this response.

No change is proposed in regard to this
response for the DCD or other licensing
resps formthe
basis documents.
MFN 12-048, Rev. 1 (01/23/2013).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.
MFN 12-086. Rev.2 (02/11/2013)
Changes to ESBWR Report NED-33313
ChnetoEWReprNE333
are made as a result of this
- response.

MFN 12-049, Rev. 1 (01/31/2013).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.
MFN 12-050, Rev. 1 (01/24/2013).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result'of this RAI
response.
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*RAI
NIMumbeer
3.9-280

3.9-281

3.9-282

3.9-283.

3.9-284

3.9-285

Page 5 of 24

RAI Summary
~
~
The staff's question is in
regard to providing a
description of the transition
interface modeling,
The staff's question is in
regard to describing SSES
dryer components requiring
further post evaluation to
determine the stress
reduction factors.
The staff's question is in
regard to providing
justification for applying
dynamic analysis to
unconnected nodes in CAR#
57911.
The staff's question is in
regard to providing
additional justification for
the submodel analysis
used in GGNS if a similar
approach was applied to
SSES steam dryer or
validate the conclusion
based on additional
submodels.
The staff's question is in
regard to clarifying
information included in Table
1 (on sheet 4 of DRF 00000087-2787, "SSES Dryer
FEM with Superelement Vane
Bundle Representations and
Other Modifications").
The staff's question is in
regard to clarifying the "peak"
stress from the shell model.

Lcning BasiChge
MFN 12-051, Rev. 2 (02/15/2013)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.
MFN 12-052, Rev. 1 (06/12/2012).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a resultof this RAI
response.
MFN 12-070 (06/05/2012).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of th.is RAI
response.
MFN 12-054, Rev. 1 (02/14/2013)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
lensis
response.

MFN 12-055, Rev. 2 (02/14/2013)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response. However, NED-33313, Section
5.1, is revised to address shell-to-solid
element interface modeling(see the
response to RAI 3.9-292).
MFN 12-077, Rev. 2 (02/15/2013)
Changes to the ESBWR licensing basis
result fromthis response.
o

DCD Tier 2, Sections 3.9.2.3 and
3L.
NED-33313
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RAI
Number
3.9-286

3.9-287

3.9-288

3.9-289

3.9-290

RAI Summary
The staff's question is in
regard to developing
alternating peak stress
intensity predictions using the
solid element submodel
approach for a representative
set of cases, and to compare
the results with the
corresponding method (1) and
method (2) results.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
structural finite element
model for the additional
benchmark.
The staffs question is in
regard to submitting GEH's
proposed technical
approach to ensure that the
ESBWR steam dryer shell
model has a sufficiently
refined mesh to accurately
respond at the highest
loading frequency of
interest.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
process for the combined
license (COL) licensee to
satisfy ESBWR DCD Tier 1,
Table 2.1.1-3, "ITAAC for the
Reactor Pressure Vessel and
Internals," in ITAAC 8.b.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
process for the COL
licensee to satisfy ESBWR
DCD Tier 1, Table 2.1.2-3,
"ITAAC for the Nuclear
Boiler System," in ITAAC
36 and the process for the
COL licensee to identify
and resolve low frequency.

Licensing Basis Changes
MFN 12-077, Rev. 2 (02/15/2013)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.

MFN 12-058, Rev. 1 (02/14/2013)
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.
MFN 12-059, Rev. 1 (02/08/2013).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.

MFN 12-066, Rev. 2 (01/30/2013).
No changes are made to the ESBWR
licensing basis as a result of this RAI
response.
MFN 12-066, Rev. 2 (01/30/2013).
ESBWR DCD Tier 2 Section 3.9.5.3 is
revised as a result of this RAI response.
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RAI

RISmary

3.9-291

The staff's question is in
regard to specifying the
provision that will require
the COL applicant to
demonstrate that the FEA
and post-processing of
peak stress has been
performed to confirm that
the ESBWR steam dryer is
structurally acceptable as
part of a COL Information
Item.
The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
changes that will be made to
the topical reports (or DCD).

3.9-292

3.9-293

The staff's question is in
regard to describing the
conservatisms in the steam
dryer assessment.

Licensing Basis Changes
MFN 12-066, Rev. 2 (01/30/2013).
ESBWR DCD Tier 1 Section 2.1.1 and
Table 2.1.1-3 are revised as a result of this
RAI response. ESBWR Tier 2 Table 1.921 and Sections 3.9.2.4, 3L.4.6, 3L.5.5.1.3,
and3.4
.
5
and 3L.6.

MFN 13-007
(02/18/2013)
See detailed change list.
Also included in this response is revised
NEDC-33313P and NEDO-33313.
MFN 12-065, Rev. 1 (02/08/2013).
ESBWR NEDE-33312 to address 2.0
MASR.

End

ESBWR Licensing Basis Impact
The changes to the ESBWR DCD are described in the Tables below. Changes to the
above-referenced engineering reports are listed on a change list that is part of each
individual report.
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ESBWR Design Control Document Changes - Tier 1

Item

Tier I Location

Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text Is added)
RAI 3.9-291:

1.

S2.1.1

Add:
(16) The as-built steam dryer predicted peak stress is below the fatigue limit.
RAI 3.9-291:
Add the following ITAAC to the table:

2.

T2.1.1-3

Design
Commitment
16. The as-built
steam dryer
predicted peak
stress is below
the fatigue limit,

Inspections,
Tests, Analyses
Analyses using
NRC-approved
methodologies
are performed.

Acceptance Criteria
Fatigue analyses of the as-built steam dryer
verify that the maximum calculated
alternating stress intensity provides at least
a Minimum Alternating Stress Ratio of 2.0
to the allowable alternating stress intensity
of 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi).

NOTE: The Acceptance Criteria is modified from the response to RAI 3.9-291.
In response to RAI 3.9-291:
calculated alternating stress intensity meets or exceeds a Minimum Alternating Stress Ratio of 2.0
To:
calculated alternating stress intensity provides at least a Minimum Alternating Stress Ratio of 2.0

MFN 13-007
Enclosure 1
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ESBWR Design Control Document Changes - Tier 2
[NOTE: Text in Italics is Tier 2* Content in the DCD.J

Item

Tier 2 Location

Description of Change (redlstrike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-293
Change the reference to NEDE-33312P-A/NEDO-33312-A, as follows:

3.

T 1.6-1

Report No.: NEDE-33312P-A/NEDO-33312-A
Title: GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Acoustic Load Definition," NEDE-33312P-A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision 32, February 2013QOteb9F 2040, and NEDO-33312-A, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision
32, February 2013Ooteber201-0.
RAI 3.9-292
Change the reference to NEDE-33313P-A/NEDO-33313-A, as follows:

4.

T 1.6-1

Report No.: NEDE-33313P-A/NEDO-33313-A
Title: GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Structural Evaluation," NEDE-33313P-A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision 22, Febru
Qj14etoeh2014, and NEDO-33313-A, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision
2013G0tebef-2040.
32, February

MFN 13-007
Enclosure 1
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-269

Change the reference to NEDC-33408P-AINEDO-33408-A, as follows:
5.

T 1.6-1

Report No.: NEDC-33408P-AINEDO-33408-A
Title: GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer - Plant Based Load Evaluation
Methodology, PBLE01 Model Description," NEDC-33408P-A, Revision 42, Class III
(Proprietary), February 2013OetebeF-204Q, and NEDO-33408, Revision 4-2, Class I (Nonproprietary), February
2013O-stebeF2O40.

6.

T 1.6-1

RAI 3.9-269 and RAI 3.9-292
Delete the reference to NEDC-33408 Supplement 1P-AINEDO-33408 Supplement 1-A.
RAI 3.9-291 and CR 3857:

7.

T 1.9-21

In the row for Regulatory Guide 1.20, for the column "Appl. Rev.", add "3",
and for the column "Issued Date", add
"03/2007".

MFN 13-007
Enclosure 1

Item

Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-270, RAI 3.9-293
Change as follows (Tier 2* content in Italics):

8.

9.

S 3.9.2.3

S 3.9.2.3

Extensive predictive evaluations have been performed for the steam dryer loading and structuralevaluation.
These evaluationsare describedin Appendix 3L4. In the dryerdesign and in the development of the initialstrain
and accelerationsacceptancelimits used during startup, the fatigue analysis performed for the ESBWR steam
dryer uses a fatigue limit stress amplitude of 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi). For additional conservatism In the predictive
analysis, the analysis stress results will also meet a minimum alternating stress ratio of 2.0 between the analysis
results and the fatigue acceptancelimit. For th outer-hood comp.nent, whih is.ubjectd to higher pre.suro
loading in the r.gion of the m;ain steamine6, the fatigue
.
m.
. 9tress amp.i..d, is 74.4AMRa (0L,5•0•04 -.Following
the startup testing of the first unit or if an acceptancelimit is reachedduringpower ascension, the lead-FIV load
definition is defined from the recordeddryerpressure or-dplerp•e;ssue and steam !ine data. The lead definition
bias and,nG.e...••y is bn,•hna•,,d againstthe drr p.es.u..e sensor dt... A structuralassessment is
performed to benchmark the FE model strain and accelerationpredictions againstthe measureddata. The dryer
peak stress based on test data, adjusted for lead, FE model, and in0t8mentend-to-endbenchmark bias and
uncertainties,is then calculatedand maintainedless than 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi). The subsequent ESBWR steam
dryers nG1dds
follow the sme FIV monitoring via main steam !in.processusing on-dryer instruments.
The acceptance limits for subsequent plants is based on assuring that the stresses remain less than 93.7 MPa
(13,600 psi)allowable stress. The limit is justified because first steam dryer is heavily instrumented, subsequent
plants is also monitored for FIV loads, and the load and response is explicitly evaluatedbased on test data with
considerationof bias and uncertainty. The steam dryer is a nonsafety-relatedcomponent, performs no safetyrelated functions, and is only required to maintain its structuralintegrity (no loose parts generated)for normal,
transientand accident conditions.
RAI 3.9-285:
Change "peak component stress" to "highest components stress" (one place) as follows:
The dynamic modal analysis forms the basis for interpretationof the initial startup test results (Subsection
3.9.2.4). Modal stresses are calculated andrelationshipsare obtained between sensorresponse amplitudes and
eeak-highest component stresses for each of the lower normal modes.

MFN 13-007
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Item

Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-285:
Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (three places) as follows:

10.

S 3.9.2.3

The allowable vibratory amplitude in each mode is that which produces a peak-hizhest stress amplitude of ±68.95
MPa (±10, 000 psi). Forthe steam dryerand its components, a higherallowable peak-hiqhest stress limit is used as
explainedin the following paragraphs.
The dryer peak-hiQheststress based on test data, adjustedfor load, FE model, and instrumentbias and
uncertainties,is then calculatedand maintainedless than 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi).
RAI 3.9-292:
Add a comma between "steam dryer" and "chimney."

11.

S 3.9.2.4

The visual inspections conducted prior to and remote inspections conducted following startup testing are for
damage, excessive wear, or loose parts. At the completion of initial startup testing, remote inspections of major
components are performed on a selected basis. The remote inspections cover the steam dryer, chimney,
chimney head, core support structures, the peripheral CRD and incore housings. Access is provided to the
reactor lower plenum for these inspections.

MFN 13-007
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Item

Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-291:
Add to the end of the following sentences:

12.

S3.9.2.4

GEH continues these test programs for subsequent plants to verify structural integrity and to establish the margin
of safety. The FIV evaluation program pertaining to reactor internal components is addressed in Appendix 3L. &j
part of the initial implementation of the vibration assessment orogram, RG 1.20 auldance in Section 2.4
states that if inspection of the reactor internals reveals defects, evidence of unacceptable motlon, or excessive or
undue wear: if results from the measurement oroaram fail to satisfy the specifled test acceotance criteria: or if
results from the analvsis measurement and insnection nroaramq arA infrnRintAnt thAn furthAr •auliintinnq
modifications, or other actions are taken to iustify the structural adeauacy of the reactor internals. Such results and
actions are reoorted to the NRC as Dart of the final report documentation of results of the comorehensive vibration
oroaram
followina testina.
assessment
n
......
7 ........... fo"1in
ent
as
es
NOTE: This added content is modified from the response to RAI 3.9-291. The following wording is added (as
shown in bold above):
"As Dart of the Initial imDlementation of the vibration assessment Droaram. RG 1.20 auidance in Section
4 1stas tbhat"
i

"following testing"
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j

Description of Change (red/strike through text Is deleted and blue text is added)

RAI 3.9-290:
Add to the end of this section:
Steam Dryer Acoustic Loading Effects from Safety-Relief Valve Standpipes and
Main Steam Piping
The safety relief valves (SRV) and safety valves (SV) standpipes and main steam branch lines in the ESBWR are specifically
designed to preclude first and second shear layer wave acoustic resonance conditions from occurring and to avoid pressure
loads on the steam dryer at plant normal operating conditions. Appropriate selection of SRV standpipes vertical height
between main steam piping and the valves, along with selection of valve entrance effects, minimizes vortex generation. Design
of piping is based on Strouhal numbers outside the range for which adverse impacts due to acoustic resonance would occur
(based on resonance frequency determined using velocity at the speed of sound). Calculations performed as described below
show that design features and selections can acceptably eliminate first and second shear wave resonances in SRV/SV
standpipes and main steam piping.

13.

S 3.9.5.3

For standpipe configuration, main steam and SRV/SV configuration (dimensions and arrangement) and attachment of
standpipes to the main steam piping are considered. System geometry and flow rates are used to calculate critical Strouhal
ranges. Then the Strouhal values for flow at 100% and 102% power levels are calculated to ensure that the values at normal
operating flow rates are not within the critical range and that additional margin is provided.
As shown on Figure 5.2-2, the ESBWR main steam system has two longer main steam lines with 5 SRV/SVs, and two shorter
main steam lines with 4 SRV/SVs, mounted perpendicular to the main steam pipe centerline. For eliminatina main steam flow
acoustic freauency at branchline connections, boundary conditions at the connections are evaluated to ensure flow
disturbances are not on the same order as acoustic waves that may pass through the system. Design features such as
dimensions, diameter ratios, lengths of piping from reactor vessel nozzles, entrance effects, and flow rate effects are
considered in the evaluation.
Acceptance criteria are to demonstrate through the evaluation that the final as-built design of the main steam line and SRV/SV
branch pipina aeometry recludes first and second shear layer wave acoustic resonance conditions from occurring and results
in no significant pressure loads on the steam dryer at plant normal operating conditions. This is demonstrated by analysis
showing that the final design maximum velocity, Strouhal range, and power level are outside the critical range of values where
first and second shear resonances would occur. See Subsection 3.9.2.1 for piping vibration and dynamics effects testing
during Preoperational and startup testing.
NOTE: Added "testing" at the end of the last sentence (not in RAI 3.9-290 response).
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14.

15.

16.

Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)

S 3.9.10

RAI 3.9-292:
Change Reference 3.9-7 for latest revision of NEDE-33313P-A and NEDO-33313-A.

S 3L. 1

RAI 3.9-270:
Change as follows:
"References 3L-5, 3L-6, 3L-7, and 3L-8 aRd L 9;"

S 3L.2.2

RAI 3.9-270:
Change as follows:
"references 3L-5, 3L-6, 3L-7, and 3L-8 and 3• 9;"
RAI 3.9-285
Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (one place) as follows:

17.

S 3L.3.3
This stress value is bounded by the allowable vibration peak-highest stress amplitude of 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi)
specified in Subsection 3.9.2.3.

18.

S 3L.4.4

RAI 3.9-269 and RAI 3.9-270:
Change as follows:
"References 3L-8 aR4-3L-9 provides the theoretical basis of the methodology, describes the analytical model,
and provides benchmark... "
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Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-270:
Delete the last paragraph:
RefeFr•r•

19.

S 3L.4.4

3L 9 providol

the resultS Of beonhmarlking and sonitv•vty studies of the prossure load definitior

methodology againSt mnea6ured preSSUre data taken duFrng POWraceio tcsting of a replacement steam

dryer installed at an operati. g nuclear plant. Reference 31 0 concludeG that, ba"ed n cmri,0 o ofmdl
predictions to actual m~easuremnents, the mnethodology predicts good frequency contenadsptl distribution,
and the safet relief valVe re6onances are well captured. The mnethodology proVides accurate predictiGRG of main
steamlino phenomena occurriR9 downstreamR of the main atoamlino sensors, valve whistling (safety relief valve
branch line) an~d broadband eXcitatiORs (venturi, main steam isolation valve turbulence). The mnethodology also
pred!Gt• the dryer pFr6e6ue load6 rFeulting from vessel hydrodyAmnmic phenomena.
_____haccurately

RAI 3.9-291:
Add sentence to the end of the first paragraph:

20.

S 3L.4.6

The ESBWR steam dryer is instrumented with temporary vibration sensors to obtain flow induced vibration data
during power operation. The primary function of this vibration measurement program is to confirm FIV load
definition used in the structural evaluation is conservative with respect to the actual loading measured on the
steam dryer during power operation, and to verify that the steam dryer can adequately withstand stresses from
flow induced vibration forces for the design life of the steam dryer. The instrumentation and startup testing
program for the ESBWR steam dryer follows NRC re-gulatory guidance in Reference 3L-10, as described below.
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-270:
Change as follows:

21.

22.

S 3L.4.6

S 3L.4.6

The distribution Of Steam~line intuet

determinAed using the Plant Sased Load Evaluation model (Reforoncoe
ate measur. of the a..ustic leading through the frequency range of interest. The
istrument layout permits steam dr,'er load deVelopmenRt with steam drYer data alone, steamline data alone, or a
cmbination using both set. of data. The approach used to determine the number and locations of pressure
instruments is described in Subsections 2.3.2 and 4.4.2 of Reference 3L-8 and Subsections 4.4.3.1 and 4.4.4 of
ReferencGe 3L-4.
31 8) to pro.

a

RAI 3.9-292 Editorial Change:
Change "are" to "is":
Each of the sensors a-eis pressure tested in an autoclave prior to assembly and installation on the steam dryer.

RAI 3.9-292 Editorial Change:
Change "are" to "is":
23.

S 3L.4.6
The dome cover plate with the pressure transducer arejs welded to an annular pad that is welded permanently to
the steam dryer surface.
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-272:
Modify as follows:
The strain gages, accelerometer and pressure transducers are field calibrated prior to data collection and analysis.
This calibration includes the addition of natural strain gauge factors based on the specific vendor supplied
calibration sheets and their effects on the final stress tables.

24.

S 3L.4.6

The locations of the gauges are more distributed than BWR EPU gauge locations. The locations are selected to
avoid pressure nodes in the acoustic harmonic response for frequencies that contribute most heavily to loading in
the dryer components with the highest stress. The final pressure transmitter locations are evaluated using the
PBLE model with multiple combinations of Frequency Response Function (FRF) sets corresponding to different
transmitter locations, The resulting data are used to find locations that provide redundancy and minimize
singularities over the frequency ranges of interest, with special consideration at frequencies critical to high stress
locations in the dryer. The sensitivity of locations to dimensional tolerances is also considered. Strain gauge
manufacturer installation procedures are followed to duplicate previous installations. Care is taken to assure
surface preparation (attachment surface area polish), spot weld welding energy, and weld strength
recommendations are followed for each gauge. Applicable lessons learned from manufacturer's recommendation
were also incorporated into the GEH welding procedure specification. Furthermore, knowledge is passed to the
welders by holding pre-iob briefs and discussing the proper technique for applying the gauges, emphasizing the
uniform Placement of spot welds at approximately 0.7 - 0.8 mm intervals. Afterwards, the welders will practice on
shims until peel tests are successfully completed. Quality Control personnel are present to accept the weld
process, The temporary vibration sensors are removed after the first outage.
NOTE: Minor editorial changes are made to this insert from the content described in response to RAI 3.9-272:
*
*
"
*

"data is" changed to "data are"
"manufacture" changed to "manufacturer"
"manufacture's" changed to "manufacturer's"
"welders practiced" to "welders will practice"
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-270:
Delete information shown:

25.

S 3L.4.6

in addition to the n

mo

the steam drYor, tho main teamlinesaro

in order t meacure
the ac.u.tic p....ure. in the main steaml•n•-- The main st.amli•p•r
.. eurem ea.urementi
with te steam dryer
pressure measurements are used as input to an acoustic model for determining the pressures acting on the steam
RntFUmnted

dryer in order to provide a pressure load definition for use in performing confirmatory structural evaluations.

RAI 3.9-291:
Add information as shown:
In addition to the elements described above, NRC regulatory guidance (Reference 3L-10) describes elements of
the comprehensive vibration assessment program that is implemented prior to and through startup testing. The
following reaulatory positions for prototype steam dryers address the program elements applicable to the ESBWR
steam drvers;

* Position 2,1 provides a description of the vibration and stress analysis program, including specific items

26.

S 3L.4.6

that should be included in the vibration and stress analysis submittal prior to implementation of the
vibration measurement program,
0 PositIon 2,2 provides a descriptlon of the vibration and stress measurement Proaram, which is to verify
the structural Intearitv of reactor Internals. determine the mar-gin of safety, and confirm results of the
vibration analysis.
• Position 2.3 describes the inspection program for inspection both prior to and following plant operation.
* Position 2.4 describes documentation of results of the program.
• Position 2.5 describes the schedule for conducting the vibration assessment program.
COL Information Item 3.9.9-1-A implements the vibration assessment program. For each of the regulatory
positions above, the NRC guidance (Reference 3L-10) explains how the program is to be conducted, how the
processes assure structural integrity of the steam dryer, and identifies information and reports that are to be
vreoared and when the information and reports should be submitted. Steos in the orocess for the regulatory
positions include the following key elements:
Position 2.1: The steam dryer analysis and modeling methodologies for performing a vibration and stress analysis
are described in References 3L-5. 3L-6, and 3L-8. NRC guidance specifies that a summary of the vibration
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Description of Change (redlstrike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
analysis proaram should be submitted to the NRC at least 60 days prior to submission of the description of the
vibration measurement and inspection programs (or 120 days if submitted with a description of the vibration
measurement and inspection phases description). Thus, a summary of the as-built steam dryer structural analysis
with the applied acoustic loads would be developed and submitted to the NRC. In addition, the supporting
information will be available for NRC review for assuring acceptance criteria are met in accordance with ESBWR
DCD Subsections 3.9 and 14.3. This analysis is used to correlate results obtained throiiah vihration
This anaIvsis is used to correlate results obtained throunh vibration
14.3.
3,9 and
DCD Subsections
measurements
durino
nower
asc~ensinn
....

..

...... e

t1

du ...

in

..

e ..

asce..

.

sio

Position 2.2: Details of the steam dryer monitoring program are described above and in References 3L-5, 3L-6.
and 3L-8. According to NRC guidance, a description of the vibration measurement and inspection phases of the
comprehensive vibration assessment program should be submitted to the NRC in sufficient time to permit
utilization of the staffs related recommendations (allowing 90 days for staff's review and comment period). This
submittal would be focused on the as-built steam dryer monitoring and instrumentation to be used for obtaining
vibration measurements, with details of the data acquisition and reduction system (e.g., transducer types,
transducer position, measures to maximize quality of data, online data evaluation system, procedures, and bias
errors associated with the instruments). During power ascension, the steam dryer instrumentation (strain gages,
accelerometers and dynamic pressure transducers) is monitored against established limits to assure the structural
integrity of the steam dryer is maintained. If resonant frequencies are identified and the vibrations increase above
the pre-determined criteria, power ascension is stopped. The acceptability of the steam dryer for continued
operation is evaluated by revising the load definition based on the measured loading, repeating the structural
analysis using the revised load definition, and determining revised operating limits based on the results of the
structural analysis.
RAI 3.9-270:
Delete the following:
27.

S 3L.4.6
it is expeted that subsequert =SBVVR units Will be monitoed using the

main steam linerprescre data.

Additional infomation On power ascenSion testing, accoptanca criteria, benchmnarking loads, and bonchmarkinq

of the FE moedel f~or the firSt and subsequent E=SBWVR units is incGluded in references 31. 5 and 3L= 6.
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-291:
Modify with additions as shown:
Position 2.3: Specific steam dryer inspection recommendations for the ESBWR steam dryer design are developed
based on the final as-built design and structural analysis results. The steam dryer inspection recommendations are
consistent with Reference 3L-2, and consistent with Boiling Water Reactor Vessel Internals Program guidance
issued by the BWR owners group specific to reactor internals vibration. According to NRC guidance. a descriotlon
of the inspection phase would be included in the submittal with a description of the vibration measurement
program. This description would identify any inspections that are to be oerformed orior to and followina operation
during power ascension, and describe procedures and method of inspections, if any, of the steam dryer.

28.

S 3L.4.6

Position 2.4: According to NRC guidance, results of the comprehensive vibration assessment program should be
reviewed and correlated to determine the extent to which test acceptance criteria are satisfied. The preliminary
reoort following startup testing should compare preliminary comparison of data to test acceptance criteria and
identify anomalous data that could bear on the steam dryer structural integrity. If results are acceptable, the final
reoort should include a descrlotion of any deviations, comparison between measured and analytically determined
modes of structural resoonse and hydraulic response for verifying analytical technigue, determination of margins of
safety, and evaluation of unantiltoated observations or measurements that exceeded acceotable limits not
soeclfled as test acceotance criteria (as well as disoosition of such deviations). If testing or inspections reveal
defects or unacceotable results, the final report should also include an evaluation and description of the
modifications or actions olanned to Justify the structural adeauacy of the steam dryer.
Position 2.5: A schedule for conducting the elements of the comprehensive vibration assessment program is
inherent in COL Information Item 3.9.9-1-A. NRC guidance specifies that the steam dryer be classified as
prototype or non-prototype: that a commitment be made in the DCD or COL application regarding the scope of the
comprehensive vibration assessment program; and that certain submittals be made describing the program and
results with suggested schedules for the submittals.
With the detailed description above and implementation of COL Information Item 3.9,9-1-A. the instrumentation
and starturo testina oroaram elements are consistent with NRC reaulatorv auidance and adeauatelv ensure steam
dryer structural integrity.
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-285

Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (two places) as follows:
29.

30.

S 3L.5.2

S 3L.5.5.1 .3

Based on knowledge of the natural mode shapes of the structure or calculated stress distribution, peak-hiqhest
stresses at other locations on the structure are determined from these data. Accelerometers (with double
integration of the output signal) provide measurements of local structural displacement. This information, together
with knowledge of the natural mode shapes of the structure or calculated stress distribution, allows the peak
hi-ghest stresses to be calculated at other locations.
RAI 3.9-291:
Add to the end of this section:
Prior analytical models have predicted that the vibration modes are closely spaced. The final as-built structural
predictive vibration analysis is performed prior to startup testing for correlation to final measurement results of
acoustic loads measured on the steam dryer during startup testing, as elements of a comprehensive vibration
assessment program described in Subsection 3L.4.6
RAI 3.9-285
Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (one place) as follows: peak-thihest
Where

31.

S 3L.5.5.2
Gi,sensor,allowed=

Maximum allowed zero to peak-h•ihest stress
amplitude at sensor location for
vibration mode i (stress amplitude at sensor
when maximum stress amplitude in structure
is 68.9 MPa)

MFN 13-007
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Item

Tier 2 Location
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Description of Change (red/strike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-285
Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (two places) as follows:
Where
Elallowed =

32.

S 3L.5.5.2.1

Allowable strain value between w, and w1j, which includes
the SCF

It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peak-Nhiaes stress
each mode occurs at the same physical location on the structure.

of

It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peak-_hihest stress of each mode occurs at the
same time.
RAI 3.9-285

Change "peak stress" to "highest stress" (one place) as follows:
33.

S 3L.5.5.2.2

It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peak-h•ihest stress of each mode occurs at the
same physical location on the structure and at the same time.
RAI 3.9-293
Change reference 3L-5 to latest revision of NEDE-33312P-A and NEDO-33312-A.

34.

S 3L.6
3L-5 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Acoustic Load Definition," NEDE-33312P-A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision 32, February 201307tbe-,2ý4-0, and NEDO-33312-A, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision
32, February 2013,teteZ.-24.r._
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Description of Change (redistrike through text is deleted and blue text is added)
RAI 3.9-292
Change reference 3L-6 to latest revision of NEDE-33313P-A and NEDO-33313-A.

35.

S 3L.6
3L-6 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Structural Evaluation," NEDE-33313P-A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision 32, February 2013QetelbeF 201, and NEDO-33313-A, Class I (Non-Proprietary), Revision
32, February 2013,tebe,-24O.
RAI 3.9-269
Change reference 3L-8 to latest revision of NEDC-33408P-A and NEDO-33408-A.

36.

S3L.6

3L-8 GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer - Plant Based Load Evaluation
Methodology, PBLE01 Model Description," NEDC-33408P-A, Revision 12, Class III
(Proprietary), February 2013OGtobeF--204, and NEDO-33408, Revision 1-2, Class I (Nonproprietary), February
201 30GtobeF-2010.
RAI 3.9-269 and RAI 3.9-270

37.

38.

S 3L.6

S 3L.6

T 3L-5, Footnote
(2)

Change reference 3L-9 to "(Deleted)" based on deleting NEDC-33408 Supplement 1P-A and NEDO-33408
Supplement 1-A.
3L-9 (Deleted)
RAI 3.9-291:
Add the following:
3L-10 Regqulatory Guide 1.20, "Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program For Reactor Internals Duringq
Preoperational And Initial Startup Testing," Revision 3, March 2007.
RAI 3.9-270:
Delete "and the main steamlines":
The pressure data from these components and the ,main teamlisnes are discussed in Subsection 3L.4.6.
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2.1.1 Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Design Description
The RPV and Internals generate heat and boil water to steam in a direct cycle. The functional
arrangement of the RPV and Internals includes the reactor core and reactor internals (see
Figure 2.1.1-1). The chimney provides an additional elevation head (or driving head) necessary
to sustain natural circulation flow through the RPV. The chimney also forms an annulus
separating the subcooled recirculation flow returning downward from the steam separators and
feedwater from the upward steam-water mixture flow exiting the core. The steam is separated
from the steam-water mixture by passing the mixture sequentially through an array of steam
separators attached to a removable cover on the top of the chimney assembly, and through the
steam dryer, resulting in outlet dry steam. The water mixes with the feedwater as it comes into
the RPV through the feedwater nozzle. RPV internals consist of core support structures and
other equipment.
The RPV is located in the containment.
Figure 2.1.1-1.

Internal component locations are shown on

The reactor core contains a matrix of fuel rods assembled into fuel assemblies using structural
elements. Control rods in the reactor perform the functions of power distribution shaping,
reactivity control, and scram reactivity insertion for safety shutdown response. The core is
designed for 1132 fuel bundles and 269 control rods arranged as shown in Figure 2.1.1-2.
(1) The functional arrangement of the RPV and Internals is as described in the Design
Description of this Subsection 2.1.1, Table 2.1.1 -1 and Figure 2.1.1 - 1.
(2)

The key dimensions (and acceptable variations) of the as-built RPV are as described in
Table 2.1.1-2.

(3)

al. The RPV and its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support, top
guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASME Code Section III
are designed in accordance with ASME Code Section III requirements.
a2. The RPV and its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support, top
guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASME Code Section III
shall be reconciled with the design requirements.
a3. The RPV and its components identified in Table 2.1.1-1 (shroud, shroud support, top
guide, core plate, control rod guide tubes and fuel supports) as ASME Code Section III
are fabricated, installed, and inspected in accordance with ASME Code Section III
requirements.

(4)

Pressure boundary welds in the RPV meet ASME Code Section III non-destructive
examination requirements.

(5)

The RPV retains its pressure boundary integrity at its design pressure.

(6)

The equipment identified in Table 2.1.1-1 as Seismic Category I can withstand Seismic
Category I loads without loss of safety function.

26A6641AB Rev. 109 Draft
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(7)

RPV surveillance specimens are provided from the forging material of the beltline region
and the weld and heat affected zone of a weld typical of those adjacent to the beltline
region. Brackets welded to the vessel cladding at the location of the calculated peak
fluence are provided to hold the removable specimen holders and a neutron dosimeter in
place.

(8)

a.

The RPV internal structures listed in Table 2.1.1-1 (chimney and partitions, chimney
head and steam separators assembly, and steam dryer assembly) must meet the limited
provisions of ASME Code Section III regarding certification that these components
maintain structural integrity so as not to adversely affect RPV core support structure.

b.

The RPV internal structures listed in Table 2.1.1-1 (chimney and partitions, chimney
head and steam separators assembly, and steam dryer assembly) meet the requirements
of ASME B&PV Code, Subsection NG-3000, except for the weld quality and fatigue
factors for secondary structural non-load bearing welds.

(9)

The initial fuel to be loaded into the core will withstand flow-induced vibration and
maintain fuel cladding integrity during operation.

(10) The fuel bundles and control rods intended for initial core load have been fabricated in
accordance with the approved fuel and control rod design.
(11)

The reactor internals arrangement conforms to the fuel bundle, instrumentation, neutron
sources, and control rod locations shown on Figure 2.1.1-2.

(12) The number and locations of pressure sensors installed on the steam dryer for startup
testing ensure accurate pressure predictions at critical locations.
(13)

The number and locations of strain gages and accelerometers installed on the steam dryer
for startup testing are capable of monitoring the most highly stressed components,
considering accessibility and avoiding discontinuities in the components.

(14) The number and locations of accelerometers installed on the steam dryer for startup testing
are capable of identifying potential rocking and of measuring the accelerations resulting
from support and vessel movements.
(15)

The initial fuel to be loaded into the core will be able to withstand fuel lift and seismic and
dynamic loads under normal operation and design basis conditions.
(I-5-)({16)
The as-built steam dryer predicted peak stress is below the fatigue limit.
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Table 2.1.1-3
ITAAC For The Reactor Pressure Vessel and Internals
Design Commitment

Inspections, Tests, Analyses

Acceptance Criteria

15. The initial fuel to be loaded into the
core will be able to withstand fuel lift
and seismic and dynamic loads under
normal operation and design basis
conditions.

An analysis of the fuel lift and seismic
and dynamic loads will be performed on
the fuel bundle design that will be loaded
into the ESBWR initial core.

The initial fuel to be loaded into the core
will have primary stresses and maximum
fuel bundle lift out of the fuel support
piece that do not exceed the allowable
values provided in the approved Fuel
Assembly Mechanical Design Report.

16. The as-built steam dryer predicted
peak stress is below the fatigue limit,

Analyses using NRC-approved
methodologies are performed.

Fatigue analyses of the as-built steam
dryer verify that the maximum
calculated alternating stress intensity
provides at least a Minimum Alternating
Stress Ratio of 2.0 to the allowable
alternating stress intensity of 93.7 MPa
(13.600 psi).
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Table 1.6-1
Referenced GE / GEH Reports
Report No.

Title

Section No.

NEDO-33306

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Severe
Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives," NEDO33306, Class I (Non-proprietary), Revision 4, October
2010.

19.2

NEDE-33312P-A

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer
Acoustic Load Definition," NEDE-33312P-A, Class
III (Proprietary), Revision -3, Oeteber-February
20143, and NEDO-33312-A, Class I (NonProprietary), Revision 23, OetabeFebruary 20103.

3L

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer
Structural Evaluation," NEDE-33313P-A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision -3, Oeeber-February 20130,
and NEDO-33313-A, Class I (Non-Proprietary),
Revision 23, 06t~beF February 20103.

3.9, 3L

NEDC-33326P-A

[Global Nuclear Fuel, "GE14Efor ESBWR Initial
Core Nuclear Design Report, "NEDC-33326P-A,

NEDO-33326-A

Revision 1, Class I1I (Proprietary),andNEDO-33326A, Revision 1, Class I (Non-proprietary),September
2010.]*

4.3, 4.4, 4A,
4D, 15.0,
15.2, 15.3,
15.5

NEDO-33337

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Initial Core
Transient Analyses," NEDO-33337, Class I
(Non-proprietary), Revision 1, April 2009.

4.4, 4D, 15.0,
15.2, 15.3,
15.5, 15D

NEDO-33338

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Feedwater
Temperature Operating Domain Transient and
Accident Analysis," NEDO-33338, Class I
(Non-proprietary), Revision 1, May 2009.

1.1, 4.4, 4D,
6.2, 6.3, 15.0,
15.2, 15.3,
15.5, 15D
Chapter 16,
Sect. 5.6.3

NEDO-33373-A

GE-Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "Dynamic, Load-Drop,
and Thermal-Hydraulic Analyses for ESBWR Fuel
Racks," NEDO-33373-A, Revision 5, Class I (Nonproprietary), October 2010.

9.1

NEDO-333 12-A

NEDE-33313P-A
NEDO-33313-A
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Table 1.6-1
Referenced GE / GEH Reports
Report No.

Title

Section No.

NEDC-33374P-A

[GE-HitachiNuclear Energy, "Safety Analysis Report
for Fuel Storage Racks CriticalityAnalysis for ESBWR
Plants,"NEDC-33374P-A, Revision 4, Class III
(Proprietary)September 2010, and NEDO-33374-A,
Revision 4, Class I (Non-proprietary),September
2010.]*

9.1

NEDE-33391

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Safeguards
Assessment Report," NEDE-33391, Revision 3, March
2010 - Safeguards Information.

13.6

NEDC-33408P-A

GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy, "ESBWR Steam Dryer Plant Based Load Evaluation Methodology, PBLEO I
Model Description," NEDC-33408P--A, Class III
(Proprietary), Revision -1-2, Oeteber-February 20103,
and NEDO-33408-A, Class I (Non-proprietary),
Revision 2-1-, Oetobe February 20130.

3L

GE Hitachi Nuelear Encrgy "ES133AR Steam Dr-yer-

3L-

NEDO-33374-A

NEDO-33408-A

N-EDC--3-34080
S.ppe..i.en. 1-PA

N-EW 33408
uppleffiew1

Plant Rased Load Evaluation Methoedlogy,- NEDC
33408 Supplement P A, Revision 2, Class III

(Propr-ietarly), Octeber 2010, mnd NEWO 331408
Supplemen.
.A
.
A, Revisi..
P
2. Class (Non
proprietar), October 2010

3.9-269

3.9-269
and
3.9-292
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Table 1.9-21
NRC Regulatory Guides Applicability to ESBWR
RG
No.

Regulatory Guide Title

Appl.
Rev.

Issued
Date

ESBWR
Applicable?

Comments

1.9

Selection, Design, Qualification
and Testing of Emergency Diesel
Generator Units Used as Class IE
Onsite Electric Power Systems at
Nuclear Power Plants

3

07/1993

No

No safetyrelated Diesel
Generators for
ESBWR.
URD intent see Table
1.9-21a

1.11

Instrument Lines Penetrating
Primary Reactor Containment
(Safety Guide 11) and Supplement
to Safety Guide 11, Backfitting
Considerations

0

03/1971

Yes

Supplement
issued
02/1972

1.12

Nuclear Power Plant
Instrumentation for Earthquakes

2

03/1997

Yes

1.13

Spent Fuel Storage Facility Design
Basis

1

12/1975

Yes

URD Intentsee Table
1.9-21 a.
See also
proposed Rev
2 published
12/1981 as
CE 913-5.

1.14

Reactor Coolant Pump Flywheel
Integrity

1

08/1975

No

PWR only

1.16

Reporting of Operating Information
- Appendix A Technical
Specifications

4

08/1975

1.17

Protection of Nuclear Power Plants
Against Industrial Sabotage

1

06/1973

No

Withdrawn
7/5/1991

1.20

Comprehensive Vibration
Assessment Program for Reactor
Internals During Preoperational and
Initial Startup Testing

-23

0-53/!4-76
2007

Yes

Performed
During Power
Ascension
Testing

COL
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bolts or other suitable fastening strong enough to prevent overturning or sliding. The effect of
friction on the ability to resist sliding is neglected. The effect of upward dynamic loads on
overturning forces and moments is considered. Unless specified otherwise, anchorage devices
are designed in accordance with the requirements of the ASME B&PV Code, Subsection NF, or
ANSI/AISC-N690 and ACI 349.
Dynamic design data are provided in the form of acceleration response spectra for each floor
area of the equipment. Dynamic data for the ground or building floor to which the equipment is
attached are used. For the case of equipment having multiple supports with different dynamic
motions, an upper bound envelope of all the individual response spectra for these locations is
used to calculate maximum inertial responses of items with multiple supports.
Refer to Subsection 3.9.3.5 for additional information on the dynamic qualification of valves.
Supports
Subsections 3.9.3.7 and 3.9.3.8 address analyses or tests that are performed for component
supports to assure their structural capability to withstand seismic and other dynamic excitations.
3.9.2.3 DynamicResponse of Reactor Internals Under OperationalFlow Transients and
Steady-State Conditions
[The major reactor internal components within the vessel are subjected to extensive testing,
coupled with dynamic system analyses, to properly evaluate the resultingFIVphenomena during
normal reactoroperation andfrom anticipatedoperationaltransients.
In general, the vibration forcing functions for operationalflow transients and steady-state
conditions are not predetermined by detailed analysis. The vibration forcing functions for
operationalflow transients and steady state conditions are determined by first postulating the
source of the forcingfunction, such asforces due to flow turbulence, symmetric and asymmetric
vortex shedding, pressure waves from steady state and transient operations. Based on these
postulates,prior startup and other test datafrom similar or identical components are examined
for the evidence of the existence of such forcing functions. Special analysis of the response
signals measured for reactor internals of many similar designs is performed to obtain the
parameters, which determine the amplitude and modal contributions in the vibration responses.
Based on these examinations, the magnitudes of the forcingfunctions and response amplitudes
are derived These magnitudes are then used to calculate the expected ESBWR responsesfor
each component of interest during steady state and transient conditions. This study provides
useful predictive informationfor extrapolatingthe resultsfrom tests of components with similar
designs. This vibrationprediction method is appropriatewhere standardhydrodynamic theory
cannot be applied due to complexity of the structure and flow conditions. Elements of the
vibrationpredictionmethod are outlinedasfollows:
" Dynamic modal analysis of major components and subassemblies is performed to identify
vibration modes and frequencies. The analysis models used for Seismic CategoryI
structures are similar to those outlined in Subsection 3.7.2.
" Data from previous plant vibration measurements are assembled and examined to
identify predominant vibration response modes of major components. In general,
response modes are similarbut response amplitudes vary among Boiling Water Reactors
(B WRs) of differing size and design.
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"

Parametersare identified which are expected to influence vibration response amplitudes
among the several reference plants. These include hydraulicparameterssuch as velocity
and steam flow rates and structuralparameterssuch as naturalfrequencyand significant
dimensions.

*

Correlationfunctions of the parameters are developed which, multiplied by response
amplitudes, tend to minimize the statistical variability between plants. A correlation
function is obtainedfor each major component and response mode.

"

Predicted vibration amplitudesfor components of the prototype plants are obtainedfrom
these correlation functions based on applicable values of the parameters for the
prototype plants. The predicted amplitudefor each dominant response mode is stated in
terms of a range, taking into account the degree of statistical variability in each of the
correlations. The predicted mode andfrequency are obtainedfrom the dynamic modal
analyses.

The dynamic modal analysisforms the basisfor interpretationof the initial startup test results
(Subsection 3.9.2.4). Modal stresses are calculated and relationships are obtained between
sensor response amplitudes andpeak component stressesfor each of the lower normal modes.
Details of the special signal analyses of the vibrationsensors are given below:
The test data from sensors (accelerometers, strain gages, and pressure sensors) installed on
reactor internal components are first analyzed through signal processing equipment to
determine the spectral characteristicsof these signals. The spectral peak magnitudes and the
frequencies at the spectralpeaks are then determined. These spectralpeakfrequencies are then
classified as naturalfrequencies or forcedfrequencies. If a spectralpeak is classified as being
from a naturalfrequency, its amplitude is then determined using a band-passfilter if deemed
necessary. The resultant amplitude is then identified as the modal response at thatfrequency.
This process is usedfor allfrequencies of interest. Thus the modal amplitudes at allfrequencies
of interest are determined. If a spectralpeak is identified as beingfrom a forcedfrequency, the
source (such as the vane passingfrequency of a pump) is identified Again, its magnitude is
determined using a band-passfilter if deemed necessary.
The modal amplitudes and the forced response amplitudes are then used to calculate the
expected ESBWR amplitudesfor the same component. These ESBWR expected amplitudes are
determined by calculating the expected changes in the forcingfunction magnitudesfrom the test
component to the ESBWR component. For example, for flow turbulence excited components, the
magnitudes are determined by ratio with the flow velocity squared.
A flow chart of the above process is shown in Figure 3.9-6.
The allowable vibratory amplitude in each mode is that which produces a peak stress amplitude
of ±68.95MPa (±10,000 psi). For the steam dryer and its components, a higher allowablepeak
stress limit is used as explained in thefollowing paragraphs.
Vibratory loads are continuously applied during normal operation and the stresses are limited to
±68.95 MPa (±10,000 psi), with the exception of the steam dryer, in order to prevent fatigue
failure. Prediction of vibration amplitudes, mode shapes, and frequencies of normal reactor
operations are based on statistical extrapolation of actual measured results on the same or
similar components in reactors now in operation.
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Extensive predictive evaluations have been performedfor the steam dryer loading and structural
evaluation. These evaluations are described in Appendix 3L. 4. In the dryer design and in the
development of the initial strain and accelerations acceptance limits used during startup, the
fatigue analysisperlormedfor the ESBWR steam dryer uses a fatigue limit stress amplitude of
93.7 MPa (13,600 psi). For additional conservatism in the predictive analysis, the analysis
stress results will also meet a minimum alternating stress ratio of 2.0 between the analysis
results and the t
acceptance limit. "-r th-e.o...ter heed .. mp.nent, whi.h s s..bjee.ed
.
o
higherpressure leading in M.e region the main .aml.es..
.f
-he
i...e
.. limit stres. a
i"de is
74. 1 MPa (10, 800 pi). Following the startup testing of the first unit or if an acceptance limit is
reachedduringpower ascension, the ktxa-FIV load definition is definedfrom the recorded dryer
pressure or drywr pressure and steam line -data. Teload definitn bias and uneer..int. is
benehm...ed against the dryer presture sensr da•t.
A structural assessment is performed to
benchmark the FE model strain and accelerationpredictions against the measured data. The
dryer peak stress based on test data, adjustedfor lo.. FE,model, and instrnenf
.
end-to-end
benchmark bias and uncertainties,is then calculatedand maintainedless than 93.7 MPa (13,600
psi). The subsequent ESBWR steam dryers inewlude: will follow the same dyer-FIV monitoring
Wa-process using main steam line on-dryer instruments. The acceptance limits for subsequent
plants is based on assuring that the stresses remain less than 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi) allowable
stress. The limit is justified because first steam dryer is heavily instrumented, subsequent plants
is also monitoredfor FIV loads, and the load and response is explicitly evaluated based on test
data with consideration of bias and uncertainty. The steam dryer is a nonsafety-related
component, performs no safety-relatedfunctions, and is only required to maintain its structural
integrity (no loose parts generated)for normal, transientand accident conditions.
The dynamic loads caused by FIV of the steam separatorshave been determined using a fullscale separatortest under reactor conditions. During the test, the flow rate through the steam
separatorwas 226,000 kg/hr (499,000 lbmihr) at 7% quality. This is higher than the ESBWR
maximum separatorflow of 100, 700 kg/hr (222,000 lbm/hr) at ratedpower. Test results show a
maximum FIV stress of less than 49.6 MPa (7200 psi), well below the GEH acceptance criterion
of 68.9 MPa (l0,000psi). Thus it can be concluded that separatorFIV effects are acceptable.
Jet impingementfrom feedwaterflow has no significant effect on the steam separatorassembly
since the separatorouter-most cylindricalstructure (also referred to as the separator "skirt") is
above thefeedwaterflow impingement area.]*
* Text sections that are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are
designated as Tier 2*.
change.

Prior Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approval is required to

3.9.2.4 InitialStartupFlow Induced Vibration Testing of ReactorInternals
A reactor internals vibration measurement and inspection program is conducted only during
initial startup testing. This meets the guidelines of RG 1.20 with the exception of those
requirements related to preoperational testing which cannot be performed for a natural
circulation reactor.
Initial Startup Testing
Vibration measurements are made during reactor startup at conditions up to 100% rated flow and
power. Steady state and transient conditions of natural circulation flow operation are evaluated.
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Parametersare identifiedwhich are expected to influence vibration response amplitudes
among the several reference plants. These include hydraulicparameterssuch as velocity
and steamflow rates and structuralparameterssuch as naturalfrequency and significant
dimensions.

" Correlationfunctions of the parameters are developed which, multiplied by response
amplitudes, tend to minimize the statistical variability between plants. A correlation
function is obtainedfor each major component and response mode.
" Predictedvibration amplitudesfor components of the prototype plants are obtainedfrom
these correlation functions based on applicable values of the parameters for the
prototype plants. The predicted amplitudefor each dominant response mode is stated in
terms of a range, taking into account the degree of statistical variability in each of the
correlations. The predicted mode andfrequency are obtainedfrom the dynamic modal
analyses.

The dynamic modal analysisforms the basis for interpretationof the initial startup test results
(Subsection 3.9.2.4). Modal stresses are calculated and relationships are obtained between
sensor response amplitudes and peakhighest component stresses for each of the lower normal
modes.

3.9-285

.

Details of the special signal analyses of the vibrationsensors are given below:
The test data from sensors (accelerometers, strain gages, and pressure sensors) installed on
reactor internal components are first analyzed through signal processing equipment to
determine the spectral characteristicsof these signals. The spectral peak magnitudes and the
frequencies at the spectralpeaks are then determined These spectralpeakfrequencies are then
classified as naturalfrequencies orforcedfrequencies. If a spectral peak is classified as being
from a naturalfrequency, its amplitude is then determined using a band-passfilter if deemed
necessary. The resultant amplitude is then identified as the modal response at thatfrequency.
This process is usedfor allfrequencies of interest. Thus the modal amplitudes at all frequencies
of interest are determined. If a spectralpeak is identifiedas being from a forcedfrequency, the
source (such as the vane passingfrequency of a pump) is identified. Again, its magnitude is
determined using a band-passfilter if deemed necessary.
The modal amplitudes and the forced response amplitudes are then used to calculate the
expected ESBWR amplitudes for the same component. These ESBWR expected amplitudes are
determined by calculatingthe expected changes in the forcingfunction magnitudesfrom the test
component to the ESBWR component. For example, for flow turbulence excited components, the
magnitudes are determinedby ratio with the flow velocity squared
A flow chart of the above process is shown in Figure 3.9-6.
The allowable vibratory amplitude in each mode is that which produces a pehighest stress
amplitude of +68.95 MPa (±10,000 psi). For the steam dryer and its components, a higher
allowable peakhigheststress limit is used as explained in thefollowing paragraphs.
Vibratory loads are continuously applied during normal operation and the stresses are limited to
±68.95 MPa (+10, 000 psi), with the exception of the steam dryer, in order to prevent fatigue
failure. Prediction of vibration amplitudes, mode shapes, and frequencies of normal reactor
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operations are based on statistical extrapolation of actual measured results on the same or
similar components in reactorsnow in operation.
Extensive predictive evaluations have been performedfor the steam dryer loading and structural
evaluation. These evaluations are described in Appendix 3L.4. In the dryer design and in the
development of the initial strain and accelerations acceptance limits used during startup, the
fatigue analysisperformedfor the ESBWR steam dryer uses a fatigue limit stress amplitude of
93.7 MPa (13,600psi). For additional conversavism in the predictive analysis, the analysis
stress results will also meet a minimum alternating stress ratio of 2.0 between the analysis
results and the fatigue acceptance limit. r.. h' ut.er hood
..
....mp.nent, which
..
.
e.te
..
to.
higher pressure leading iM the rg
_'cm...e main
.team.line.,
f ,e .atigue
lioi stre;.'s amplitude is
7Z..; M-a (1 0,800 ps,. Following the startuptesting of thefirst unit or if an acceptance limit is
reachedduringpower ascension, the htie-FIV load definition is definedfrom the recordeddryer
pressure or dryr pret..
and
.re steam 4n- data. Te 1oad defnition bias and uneertainty k
beneh. ar.ked against the dr.yer
... p s
sor,,.
.. A structural assessment is performed to
benchmark the FE Lodel strain and accelerationpredictions against the measured data. The
dryer peakhighest s ess based on test data, adjustedfor load. FE m•ode, and instetiment nd-toend benchmark biaJ and uncertainties, is then calculated and maintained less than 93.7 MPa
(13,600 psi). The subsequent ESBWR steam dryers ineh'de-s-will follow the same dt'*-FIV
monitoring via--rocess using main steam line on-dryer instruments. The acceptance limits for
subsequentplants is based on assuring that the stresses remain less than 93.7 MPa (13,600 psi)
allowable stress. The limit is justified because first steam dryer is heavily instrumented,
subsequent plants is also monitored for FIV loads, and the load and response is explicitly
evaluated based on test data with considerationof bias and uncertainty. The steam dryer is a
nonsafety-related component, performs no safety-relatedfunctions, and is only required to
maintain its structural integrity (no loose parts generated)for normal, transient and accident
conditions.
,re
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The dynamic loads caused by FIV of the steam separatorshave been determined using a fullscale separatortest under reactor conditions. During the test, the flow rate through the steam
separator was 226,000 kg/hr (499,000 lbm/hr) at 7% quality. This is higher than the ESBWR
maximum separatorflow of 100, 700 kg/hr (222,000 lbm/hr) at ratedpower. Test results show a
maximum FIV stress of less than 49.6 MPa (7200 psi), well below the GEH acceptance criterion
of 68.9 MPa (l0,000 psi). Thus it can be concluded that separatorFIV effects are acceptable.
Jet impingementfrom feedwaterflow has no significant effect on the steam separatorassembly
since the separatorouter-most cylindricalstructure (also referred to as the separator "skirt") is
above thefeedwaterflow impingement area.]*
* Text sections that are bracketed and italicized with an asterisk following the brackets are
designated as Tier 2*. Prior Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) approval is required to
change.
3.9.2.4 InitialStartup Flow Induced Vibration Testing of ReactorInternals
A reactor internals vibration measurement and inspection program is conducted only during
initial startup testing. This meets the guidelines of RG 1.20 with the exception of those
requirements related to preoperational testing which cannot be performed for a natural
circulation reactor.
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3.9.2.4 InitialStartup Flow Induced Vibration Testing of Reactor Internals
A reactor internals vibration measurement and inspection program is conducted only during
initial startup testing. This meets the guidelines of RG 1.20 with the exception of those
requirements related to preoperational testing which cannot be performed for a natural
circulation reactor.
Initial Startup Testing
Vibration measurements are made during reactor startup at conditions up to 100% rated flow and
power. Steady state and transient conditions of natural circulation flow operation are evaluated.
The primary purpose of this test series is to verify the anticipated effect of single- and two-phase
flow on the vibration response of internals. Details of the initial startup vibration test program
are described in Subsection 3L.4.6 for the steam dryer and Section 3L.5 for other reactor
internals. A brief summary is given below.
Vibration sensor types may include strain gauges, displacement sensors (linear variable
transformers), and accelerometers.
Accelerometers are provided with double integration signal conditioning to give a displacement
output. Sensor locations are provided in Appendix 3L.
In all plant vibration measurements, only the dynamic component of strain or displacement is
recorded. Data are recorded and provision is made for selective on-line analysis to verify the
overall quality and level of the data. Interpretation of the data requires identification of the
dominant vibration modes of each component by the test engineer using frequency, phase, and
amplitude information for the component dynamic analyses. Comparison of measured vibration
amplitudes to predicted and allowable amplitudes is then to be made on the basis of the
analytically obtained normal mode that best approximates the observed mode.
The visual inspections conducted prior to and remote inspections conducted following startup
testing are for damage, excessive wear, or loose parts. At the completion of initial startup
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inspections cover the steam dryer, chimney, chimney head, core support structures, the
neriaheral CRPD and incor. hous•nis. Aeess is aro',ided to the reactor lower lenum for these #9 3.9-292
inspections.
The analysis, design and equipment that are to be utilized for ESBWR comply with RG 1.20, as
explained below.
RG 1.20 describes a comprehensive vibration assessment program for reactor internals during
preoperational and initial startup testing. The vibration assessment program meets the
requirements of Criterion 1, Quality Standards and Records, Appendix A to 10 CFR 50. This
RG is applicable to the core support structures and other reactor internals.
Vibration testing of reactor internals is performed on all GE-BWR plants. Since the original
issue of RG 1.20, test programs for compliance have been instituted for preoperational and
startup testing. The first ESBWR plant is instrumented for testing. However, it can be subjected
to startup flow testing only to demonstrate that FIVs similar to those expected during operation
do not cause damage. Subsequent plants, which have internals similar to those of the first plant,
are also tested in compliance with the requirements of RG 1.20. GEH is committed to confirm
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the satisfactory vibration performance of the internals in these plants through startup flow testing
followed by inspection. Extensive vibration measurements in prototype plants together with
satisfactory operating experience in all BWR plants have established the adequacy of reactor
internal designs. GEH continues these test programs for subsequent plants to verify structural
integrity and to establish the margin of safety. The FIV evaluation program pertaining to reactor

internal components is addressed in Appendix 3L. As part of the initial implementation of the
vibration assessment program, RG 1.20 guidance in Section 2.4 states that if inspection of the
reactor internals reveals defects, evidence of unacceptable motion, or excessive or undue wear; if
results from the measurement program fail to satisfy the specified test acceptance criteria; or if
results from the analysis, measurement, and inspection programs are inconsistent, then further
evaluations, modifications, or other actions are taken to iustify the structural adequacy of the
reactor internals. Such results and actions are reported to the NRC as part of the final report
documentation of results of the comprehensive vibration assessment program following testing.
#10 3.9-291
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3.9.5.3 Loading Conditions
Events to be Evaluated
Examination of the spectrum of conditions for which the safety-related design bases
(Subsection 3.9.5.4) must be satisfied by core support structures and safety-related internal
components reveals three significant load events:
*

RPV Line Break Accident - a break in any one line between the reactor vessel nozzle
and the isolation valve (the accident results in significant pressure differentials across
some of the structures within the reactor and RBV caused by suppression pool dynamics).

*

Earthquake - subjects the core support structures and reactor intemals to significant
forces as a result of ground motion and consequent RBV.

" SRV or DPV Discharge feedback.

RBV caused by suppression pool dynamics and structural

The faulted conditions for the RPV intemals are discussed in Subsection 3.9.1.4. Loading
combination and analysis for safety-related reactor internals including core support structures are
discussed in Subsection 3.9.5.4.
Reactor Internal Pressure Differences
For reactor internal pressure differences, the events at normal, upset, emergency and faulted
conditions are considered.
The TRACG computer code is used to analyze the transient conditions within the reactor vessel
following AGOs, infrequent events and accidents (e.g., LOCA). The analytical model of the
vessel consists of axial and radial nodes, which are connected to the necessary adjoining nodes
by flow paths having the required resistance and inertial characteristics. The program solves the
energy and mass conservation equations for each node to give the depressurization rates and
pressures in the various regions of the reactor.
In order to determine the maximum pressure differences across the reactor internals, a two sigma
statistical uncertainty study is performed to determine the upper bound pressure difference
adders that are applied to the nominal pressure differences.
Table 3.9-3 summarizes the maximum pressure differentials that result from the limiting events
among the AOOs, infrequent events and accidents (e.g., LOCA).
Seismic and Other RBV Events
The loads due to earthquake and other RBV acting on the structure within the reactor vessel are
based on a dynamic analysis methods described in Section 3.7.
Steam Dryer Acoustic Loadina Effects from Safety-Relief Valve Standpipes and Main
Steam Piping
The safety relief valves (SRV) and safety valves (SV) standpipes and main steam branch lines in
the ESBWR are specifically designed to preclude first and second shear layer wave acoustic
resonance conditions from occurring and to avoid pressure loads on the steam dryer at plant
normal operating conditions. Appropriate selection of SRV standpipes vertical height between
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main steam piping and the valves, along with selection of valve entrance effects, minimizes
vortex generation. Design of piping is based on Strouhal numbers outside the range for which
adverse impacts due to acoustic resonance would occur (based on resonance frequency
determined using velocit at the speed of sount). Calculations performed as described below
show that design features and selections can acceptable eliminate first and second shear wave
resonances in SRV/SV standpipes and main steam piping.
For standpipe configuration, main steam and SRV/SV configuration (dimensions and
arrangement) and attachment of standpipes to the main steam piping are considered. System
geomety and flow rates are used to calculate critical Strouhal ranges. Then the Strouhal values
for flow at 100% and 102% power levels are calculated to ensure that the values at normal
operating flow rates are not within the critical range and that additional margin is provided.
As shown on Figure 5.2-2, the ESBWR main steam system has two longer main steam lines with
5 SRV/SVs, and two shorter main steam lines with 4 SRV/SVs, mounted perpendicular to the
main steam pipe centerline. For eliminating main steam flow acoustic frequency at branchline
connections, boundary conditions at the connections are evaluated to ensure flow disturbances
are not on the same order as acoustic waves that may pass through the system. Design features
such as dimensions, diameter ratios, lengths of piping from reactor vessel nozzles, entrance
effects, and flow rate effects are considered in the evaluation.
Acceptance criteria are to demonstrate through the evaluation that the final as-built design of the
main steam line and SRV/SV branch piping geometry precludes first and second shear layer
wave acoustic resonance conditions from occurring and results in no significant pressure loads
on the steam drer at plant normal operating conditions. This is demonstrated by analysis
showing that the final design maximum velocity, Strouhal range, and power level are outside the
critical range of values where first and second shear resonances would occur. See Subsection
3.9.2.1 for piping vibration and dynamics effects testing during preoperational and startup
testing.
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3L.1 INTRODUCTION

A flow-induced vibration (FIV) analysis and testing program of the reactor internal components
of the ESBWR initial plant demonstrates that the ESBWR internals design can safely withstand
expected FIV forces for reactor operating conditions up to and including 100% power and core
flow. The ESBWR FIV program is considered to be a prototype per Reference 3L-1. This will
require analysis, measurement and full inspection of reactor internals of the first plant. The
ESBWR internals are similar to the Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) internals;
therefore, analyses and measurements from the ABWR FIV program are used to the extent
possible. The ESBWR FIV program includes an initial evaluation phase that has the objective of
demonstrating that the reactor internals are not subject to FIV issues that can lead to failures due
LU
tHid,l ftiu
Tlznuu.hiuuLut this prt of die pup;ani,, tlhe uipha•tis is placed ual
demonstrating that the reactor components will safely operate for the design life of the plant.
The results of this evaluation are shown in Reference 3L-1. This evaluation does not include the
steam dryer since it is separately evaluated in References 3L-5, 3L-6, 3L-7 and 3L-8 an4d 36 9;
however, an overview of the steam dryer evaluation program is explained in Section 3L.4. The
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that demonstrates through instrumentation and inspection that no FIV problems exist. This part
of the program meets the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.20 with the exception of those
requirements related to preoperational testing that are not applicable to a natural circulation
plant.
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3L.2.2 Evaluation Process - Part 2
The next phase of the evaluation program performed additional work to demonstrate the
adequacy of the components where Part I determined additional evaluations were required. The
objective of this phase completes a more quantitative evaluation and documents the existing facts
regarding the individual components. This part of the evaluation focuses on the following:
(1)

Similarities and differences of the ESBWR component design configurations as compared
to prior designs. In most cases the comparison design is ABWR components.

(2)

A review of prior calculations for the components being evaluated, to establish the mode
shapes and natural frequencies. Calculation of the ESBWR component natural frequencies
is determined based on this data.

(3)

Prior plant startup instrumentation data from the prototype ABWR plant is reviewed to
establish the magnitude and frequency of the measured vibration data, and to review the
resulting calculated stress for the components that were instrumented.

(4)

A comparison of the flow paths and characteristics of the ESBWR design to prior BWR
designs where a startup vibration test program was conducted.

Using the results of the above items, an assessment as to the likelihood of FIV issues is
completed and documented in Reference 3L-1. This report does not include the steam dryer
-8 and3h- 9•. The
since it was evaluated in separate reports (see references 3L-5, 3L-6, 3L-7
evaluations for the chimney components and SLC lines are included in this report, but alternate
methods to those described above have been used to evaluate FIV since these are new BWR
components. This report concludes that FIV evaluations have been completed and that none of
the reactor internal components are susceptible to FIV.
During the evaluation phase, the process as identified in Subsection 3.9.2.3 was followed to
prepare finite element analysis (FEA) models per the details shown in Subsection 3L.5.5.1. This
information will then be used as the basis for the instrumentation in the ESBWR startup test
program. It should be noted that the SLC internal piping, steam dryer and chimney have already
been identified in Section 3L.2.1 for inclusion in the startup test program.
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3L.3.3 Testing and Two-phase Flow Analysis
For the ESBWR, the chimney partition assembly constitutes a structure that has a unique
vibration evaluation program as part of the ESBWR reactor internals. In order to assess its
capability to maintain structural integrity under plant operating conditions, a flow induced
vibration evaluation is performed in which the fluctuating fluid force acting on the partition
plates is evaluated by a combination of scale tests and two-phase flow analysis.
The test scope comprised a 1/6-scale (100 mm x 100 mm [4 in x 4 in]), a 1/12-scale (50 mm x
50 mm [2 in x 2 in]) and one almost full scale (500 mm x 500 mm [20 in x 20 in]) chimney.
Tests use a mixture of air and water to simulate two-phase flow testing inside the chimney. The
velocities of the gas and liquid components of the two-phase flow were adjusted to be consistent
with ESBWR values to simulate the actual two-phase flow pattern. Different inlet flow
conditions in the smaller scale models were used to investigate the influence of inlet mixing
within the partition to simulate different power conditions. Pressure fluctuation was measured
on the inner surface of the partition wall with pressure transducers. The 1/6-scale model was
later divided into four cells for investigating the pressure fluctuations between cells
(Reference 3L-1).
The scale model tests were used to investigate the effect of model size on the magnitude of
pressure fluctuations acting on the partition wall in steam-water conditions.
A structural analysis of the chimney and partition design was then conducted using finite element
methods. First, an eigenvalue analysis determined that the lowest natural frequency of the
chimney structure is approximately 54 Hz. This was sufficiently greater than the predominant
frequency of pressure fluctuation determined by testing (2 Hz) that a static analysis of the
StruOWe ;_AS concludt be prOPer. Baed_ cIn. thle fe-sults of that static analysis, aR
maximnum
stress of 32.8 MPa (4,760 psi), with a fatigue strength reduction factor of 2, was calculated near
the edge of the partition plate joint. This stress value is bounded by the allowable vibration
peakhighest stress amplitude of 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) specified in Subsection 3.9.2.3.
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3L.4.4 Fluid Loads on the Steam Dryer
During normal operation, the steam dryer experiences a static differential pressure loading across
the steam dryer plates resulting from the pressure drop of the steam flow across the vane banks.
The steam dryer also experiences fluctuating pressure loads resulting from turbulent flow across
the steam dryer and acoustic sources in the vessel and main steamlines. During transient and
accident events, the steam dryer also experiences acoustic and flow impact loads that result from
system actions (e.g., turbine stop valve closure) or from the system response (e.g., the two-phase
level swell following a main steamline break).
Of particular interest are the fluctuating acoustic pressure loads that act on the steam dryer
during normal operation that have led to fatigue damage in previous steam dryer designs. In the
low frequency range, these pressure loads have been correlated with acoustic sources driven by
the steam flow in the outer hood and vessel steam nozzle region. In the high frequency range,
acoustic resonances in the stagnant steamline side branches (e.g., relief valve standpipes) are
coupled to the vessel, thus imparting a pressure load on the steam dryer. Vessel acoustic modes
may also be excited by sources inside and outside the vessel, resulting in additional acoustic
pressure loads in the middle frequency range.
A detailed description of the pressure load definition for the ESBWR steam dryer is provided in
Reference 3L-5. The load definition is based on the Plant Based Load Evaluation Methodology
described in Reference 3L-8. References 3L-8 and 31= 9 provides the theoretical basis of the
methodology, describes the analytical model and provides benchmark and sensitivity
comparisons of the methodology predictions with measured pressure data taken from
instrumented steam dryers. The fluctuating load definition is based on the load definitions based
on in-plant measurements that were developed for the steam dryer structural analyses in several
extended power uprates. These load definitions provide a fine-mesh array of pressure time
histories that are consistent with the structural finite element model nodalization. Multiple load
definitions are used in the ESBWR steam dryer analysis in order to evaluate the steam dryer
response over a wide frequency range. These load definitions include the limiting low and high
frequency loads observed in plants with instrumented steam dryers. Based on the unique plant
configurations (e.g., dead legs in the main steamlines that may amplify the low frequency
acoustic response) and operating conditions (e.g., high steam line flow velocities) in these
instrumented plants, the load definitions from these plants are expected to provide a robust load
definition for the ESBWR. The load definitions developed for the ESBWR are also
benchmarked against the instrumented steam dryer measurements taken during startup testing for
the lead ABWR. The ESBWR and ABWR have the same vessel diameter and vessel steam
nozzle design (with flow restricting venturi), and similar main steamline layouts; therefore, it is
expected that the frequency content of the ESBWR steam dryer pressure loads will be similar to
those measured on the ABWR.
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Instrumentation and Startup Testing

The ESBWR steam dryer is instrumented with temporary vibration sensors to obtain flow
induced vibration data during power operation. The primary function of this vibration
measurement program is to confirm FIV load definition used in the structural evaluation is
conservative with respect to the actual loading measured on the steam dryer during power
operatiuon, and to verify that tihe steam dryei can adequately withstand stresses from flow induced

vibration forces for the design life of the steam dryer. The instrumentation and startup testing
program for the ESBWR steam dryer follows NRC regualtory guidance in Reference 3L-10, as
described below. The detailed objectives are as follows:
3.9-291

response testing the steam dryer components. The results yield natural frequencies, mode
shapes and damping of the components for the as-built steam dryer. These results are
used to verify portions of the steam dryer analytical model.

* Confirm FIV loading: In order to confirm loading due to turbulence, acoustics and other
sources, dynamic pressure sensors are installed on the steam dryer. These measurements
will provide the actual pressure loading on the steam dryer under various operating

conditions.
•

Verify the design: Based on past knowledge gained from different steam dryers, as well
as information gleaned from analysis, selected areas are instrumented with strain gages

and accelerometers to measure vibratory stresses and displacements during power
operation. The measured strain values are compared with the allowable values
(acceptance criteria) obtained from the analytical model to confirm that the steam dryer

alternating stresses are within allowable limits.
The objective of the steam dryer frequency response test is to identify the as-built frequencies
and mode shapes of several key components of the steam dryer at ambient conditions. Different
components of the steam dryer have different frequencies and mode shapes associated with them.
The areas of interest are the drain channel, the outer hood panel, the inner hood panel, the side
panel, and the skirt. These results are used to verify portions of the finite element model of the
steam dryer.
The concern is that local natural frequencies may coincide with existing forcing functions to
cause resonance conditions. The resonance could cause high stresses to occur in localized areas
of the steam dryer. A finite element frequency response analysis can calculate the frequency and
mode shape of a component, but they are only ideal approximations to the real values due to
variations such as plate thickness, weld geometries, configuration tolerances and residual stresses
that affect the assumed boundary conditions in the finite element model. The mode shapes and
frequencies determined by the frequency response test are used to validate the finite element
frequency response analysis and determine the uncertainty in the finite element model
predictions of the frequency response. The FE model and experimental transfer functions are
then used to derive frequency dependent amplitude bias and uncertainty of the FE model for key
areas of the dryer. This is described further in Reference 3L-6.
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The frequency response test is performed following final assembly of the steam dryer. The tests
are performed with the steam dryer resting on simulated support blocks similar to the way the
steam dryer is seated inside the reactor vessel.
Two types of impact tests are performed on the steam dryer: (1) Dry frequency response test,
and (2) Wet frequency response test with the steam dryer skirt and drain channels partially
submerged in different water levels (to approximate in-reactor water level). Both tests are
conducted in ambient conditions.
Temporary bondable accelerometers are installed at
predetermined locations for these tests. An instrumented input force is used to excite the steam
dryer at several pre-determined locations and the input force and the structural responses from
the accelerometers are recorded on a computer. The data is then used to compute experimental
transfer functions mode shape, frequency and damping of the instrumented steam dryer
components using appropriate software. The temporary sensors are then removed and the steam
dryer is cleaned prior to installation in to the reactor vessel The steam dryer vibration sensors
consist of strain gages, accelerometers and dynamic pressure sensors, appropriate for the
application and environment. A typical list of vibration sensors with their model numbers is
provided in Table 3L-3. The selection and total number of sensors is based on past experience of
similar tests conducted on other BWR steam dryers. These sensors are specifically designed to
withstand the reactor environment. The pressure instrument locations are selected to provide a
good measure of the acoustic loading through the frequency range of interest. A proper
distrihution of the gtesm dryer presIsure inmtrnimenty, facilitite. acciirate a2eqmentN of FIV Inadq

The layout of the steam dryer pressure instrument locations is evaluated using the RPV acoustic
FEA Model. The dit•tibuo,,n Of Steaml*Hine i;St.UMe.tS is deter.ined using the Plant Based Load

Evaluation madel (Refer-ence 3L 8) to provide an adequate mecasure of the ace-O4ie leadifig
through the frcgueney range of inter.est.

The inst:.ume..t layut.. per"it steam

dryer

load

development with steamn dr-yer data alone, steamline data alone, or a combination using both sets
of data. -The approach used to determine the number and locations of pressure instruments is
described in Subsections 2.3.2 and 4.4.2 of Reference 3L-8 and Subsections 4'..3.1 and '1.A.Aof
Reference 31 9.
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The steam dryer startup test and monitoring power ascension limits are developed on a similar
basis as the monitoring limits used for recent extended power uprate replacement steam dryers.
The power ascension limits are based on the final FIV analysis performed for the as-built steam
dryer. Strain gages and accelerometers are used to monitor the structural response during power
ascension. Accelerometers are also used to identify potential rocking and to measure the
accelerations resulting from support and vessel movements. The approach used to determine the
number and locations of the strain gages and accelerometers is described in Section 9.0 of
Reference 3L-6. Specific information utilized to verify the FIV load definition during startup
tecting is described firther in References 'If-5 and 31 -6
Each of the sensors ar-eis pressure tested in an autoclave prior to assembly and installation on the [
steam dryer. An uncertainty analysis is performed to calculate the expected uncertainty in the 3.9-292
measurements.
Prior to initial plant start-up, strain gages are resistance spot-welded directly to the steam
surface. Accelerometers are tack welded to pads that are permanently welded to the steam
surface. Surface mounted pressure sensors are welded underneath a specially designed
cover plate to minimize flow disturbances that may affect the measurement. The dome
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dryer
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plate with the pressure transducer ar-eis welded to an annular pad that is welded permanently to
the steam dryer surface. The sensor conduits are routed along a mast on the top of the steam
dryer and fed through the RPV instrument nozzle flange to bring the sensor leads out of the
prcesure boundaty. SeRSOF leadS are routed thr-ough the dtrymwcll to the dateA azguiMSiAAo APRA
outside the primary containment.

3.9-292

Pressure transducers and accelerometers are typically piezoelectric devices, requiring remote
charge converters that are located in junction boxes inside the drywell. The data acquisition
system consists of strain gages, pressure transducers and accelerometer signal conditioning
electronics, a multi-channel data analyzer and a data recorder. The vibration data from all
sensors is recorded on magnetic or optical media for post processing and data archival. The
strain gages, accelerometer and pressure transducers are field calibrated prior to data collection

and analysis. This calibration includes the addition of natural strain gauge factors based on the
specific vendor supplied calibration sheets and their effects on the final stress tables.
The locations of the gauges are more distributed than BWR EPU gauge locations. The locations
are selected to avoid pressure nodes in the acoustic harmonic response for frequencies that
contribute most heavily to loading in the dryer components with the highest stress. The final
pressure transmitter locations are evaluated using the PBLE model with multiple combinations of
Frequency Response Function (FRF) sets corresponding to different transmitter locations. The
resulting data are used to find locations that provide redundancy and minimize singularities over
the frequency ranges of interest, with special consideration at frequencies critical to high stress
locations in the dryer. The sensitivity of locations to dimensional tolerances is also considered.
Strain gauge manufacturer installation procedures are followed to duplicate previous
installations. Care is taken to assure surface preparation (attachment surface area polish), spot
weld welding energy, and weld strength recommendations are followed for each gauge.
Applicable lessons learned from manufacturer's recommendation were also incorporated into the
GEH welding procedure specification. Furthermore, knowledge is Passed to the welders by
holding pre-iob briefs and discussing the proper technique for applying the gauges, emphasizing
the uniform placement of spot welds at approximately 0.7 - 0.8 mm intervals. Afterwards, the
welders will practice on shims until peel tests are successfully completed. Quality Control
personnel are present to accept the weld process. The temporary vibration sensors are removed

after the first outage.
In. affiddition. tO the in.tr.umentation an the steam d.. er. the m1in .teaffilileSare
.iSt.U..mened
in
stemlines. The mlinewn4ine piessuwe
'ea.urem.kfefntS With the steam dryer pressure measurements are used as input to an acoustic
model for determining the pressures acting on the steam dryer in order to provide a pressure
load definition for use in performing confirmatory structural evaluations.

or-der to me..u..e the aeou.tie p.e.u.e. in th:e miain

In addition to the elements described above, NRC regulatory guidance (Reference 3L-10)
describes elements of the comprehensive vibration assessment program that is implemented prior
to and through startup testing. The following regulatory positions for prototype steam dryers
address the program elements applicable to the ESBWR steam dryers:
*--Position 2.1 provides a description of the vibration and stress analysis program, including
specific items that should be included in the vibration and stress analysis submittal prior
to implementation of the vibration measurement program.
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-- Position 2.2 provides a description of the vibration and stress measurement program,
which is to verify the structural integrity of reactor internals, determine the margin of
safety, and confirm results of the vibration analysis.
*-Position 2.3 describes the inspection program for inspection both prior to and following
plant operation.
*--Position 2.4 describes documentation of results of the program.
a---Position 2.5 describes the schedule for conducting the vibration assessment program.
COL Information Item 3.9.9-I-A implements the vibration assessment program. For each of the
regulatory positions above, the NRC guidance (Reference 3L- 10) explains how the program is to
be conducted, how the processes assure structural integrity of the steam dryer, and identifies
information and reports that are to be prepared and when the information and reports should be
submitted. Steps in the process for the regulatory positions include the following key elements:
Position 2.1: The steam dryer analysis and modeling methodologies for performing a vibration
and stress analysis are described in References 3L-5, 3L-6, and 3L-8. NRC guidance specifies
that a summary of the vibration analysis program should be submitted to the NRC at least 60
days prior to submission of the description of the vibration measurement and inspection
programs (or 120 days if submitted with a description of the vibration measurement and
inspection phases description). Thus, a summary of the as-built steam dryer structural analysis
with the applied acoustic loads would be developed and submitted to the NRC. In addition, the
supporting information will be available for NRC review for assuring acceptance criteria are met
in accordance with ESBWR DCD Subsections 3.9 and 14.3. This analysis is used to correlate
results obtained through vibration measurements during power ascension.
Position 2.2: Details of the steam dryer monitoring program are described above and in
References 3L-5, 3L-6, and 3L-8. According to NRC guidance, a description of the vibration
measurement and inspection phases of the comprehensive vibration assessment program should
be submitted to the NRC in sufficient time to permit utilization of the staff s related
recommendations (allowing 90 days for staff's review and comment period). This submittal
would be focused on the as-built steam dryer monitoring and instrumentation to be used for
obtaining vibration measurements, with details of the data acquisition and reduction system (e.g.,
transducer types, transducer position, measures to maximize quality of data, online data
evaluation system, procedures, and bias errors associated with the instruments). During power
ascension, the steam dryer instrumentation (strain gages, accelerometers and dynamic pressure
transducers) is monitored against established limits to assure the structural integrity of the steam
dryer is maintained. If resonant frequencies are identified and the vibrations increase above the
pre-determined criteria, power ascension is stopped. The acceptability of the steam dryer for
continued operation is evaluated by revising the load definition based on the measured loading,
repeating the structural analysis using the revised load definition, and determining revised
operating limits based on the results of the structural analysis.

3.9-291

it is expected that subsequent ESBWR units will be monitored using the mainsteaem-lines
Additional information on power- ascension testing, acceptance eriter-ia
benehrnar~king leads, and bcnehmar-kiig of the FE model fOr the Afist anid subsequenit ESBAIR

pr-essur-e data.

Emits is included in refcrenecs 31 5 and 3L 6.
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Position 2.3: Specific steam dryer inspection recommendations for the ESBWR steam dryer
design are developed based on the final as-built design and structural analysis results. The steam
dryer inspection recommendations are consistent with Reference 3L-2, and consistent with
Boiling Water Reactor Vessel Internals Program guidance issued by the BWR owners group
specific to reactor internals vibration. According to NRC guidance, a description of the
inspection phase would be included in the submittal with a description of the vibration
measurement program. This description would identify any inspections that are to be performed
prior to and following operation during power ascension, and describe procedures and method of
inspections, if any, of the steam dryer.
Position 2.4: According to NRC guidance, results of the comprehensive vibration assessment
program should be reviewed and correlated to determine the extent to which test acceptance
criteria are satisfied.
The preliminary report following startup testing should compare
preliminary comparison of data to test acceptance criteria and identify anomalous data that could
bear on the steam dryer structural integrity. If results are acceptable, the final report should
include a description of any deviations, comparison between measured and analytically
determined modes of structural response and hydraulic response for verifying analytical
technique, determination of margins of safety, and evaluation of unanticipated observations or
measurements that exceeded acceptable limits not specified as test acceptance criteria (as well as
disposition of such deviations). If testing or inspections reveal defects or unacceptable results,
the final report should also include an evaluation and description of the modifications or actions
planned to Justify the structural adequacy of the steam dryer.
Position 2.5: A schedule for conducting the elements of the comprehensive vibration assessment
program is inherent in COL Information Item 3.9.9-I-A. NRC guidance specifies that the steam
dryer be classified as prototype or non-prototype: that a commitment be made in the DCD or
COL application regarding the scope of the comprehensive vibration assessment program; and
that certain submittals be made describing the program and results with suggested schedules for
the submittals.
With the detailed description above and implementation of COL Information Item 3.9.9-1-A, the
instrumentation and startup testing program elements are consistent with NRC regulatory
euidance and adeouatelv ensure steam dryer structural integritv.
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3L.5.2 Sensor Locations
Having determined the components to instrument during the test, sensor locations on those
structures are determined based upon the analytically predicted mode shapes for each structure,
or calculated maximum stress locations or, sensor locations based on computational fluid
dynamics modeling, and in some cases, based upon the location of past FIV-related failures.
Strain gages and accelerometers are used for monitoring vibration levels. Strain gages measure
local strain from which local stress can be calculated. Based on knowledge of the natural mode
shapes of the structure or calculated stress distribution, peak-highest stresses at other locations on
the structure are determined from these data. Accelerometers (with double integration of the
output signal) provide measurements of local structural displacement. This information, together
with knowledge of the natural mode shapes of the structure or calculated stress distribution,
allows the peak-highest stresses to be calculated at other locations. Pressure sensors are also
utilized at various locations in the vessel. These are not used to measure structural vibration
directly, but rather to measure the pressure variation that is often a forcing function that causes
the structural vibration. These pressure sensor data are very useful for determining the source of
any excessive vibration amplitudes, if they are to occur during testing. Sensor types and
locations are listed in Table 3L-4.
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Steam Dryer

The design of the steam dryer assembly for the ESBWR plant is similar to ABWR.
However, the total steam flow rate of the ESBWR plant is different from past designs. These
differences warrant a detailed vibration analysis and test monitoring to assure the adequacy of
the new design to withstand the FIV.
In the ABWR initial plant FIV test program of the steam dryer assembly, accelerometers were
located on the cover plate and several locations on the skirt, and strain gages were located
directly on the skirt, drain channels and hoods (Reference 3L-5). In addition, pressure sensors
were used to measure the pressure differentials between the inside and outside of the upper skirt
adjacent to the front hood and the lower skirt. The differential pressure fluctuation across the
hoods and skirt is the primary forcing function causing vibration of the steam dryer structure.
A dynamic finite element model of the steam dryer assembly is developed using the ANSYS
computer code (References 3L-3 and 3L-6). Due to the complicated geometry and the large size
of the analytical model, major components may be modeled with coarse meshes such that their
dynamic contributions are accounted for in the whole steam dryer assembly vibration responses.
Separate refined dynamic finite element models of the major components are then developed to
provide a high resolution of the component's response calculation.
The structural material properties and density for the steam dryer components at temperature are
used in the model. The effect of the water on the dynamic responses is accounted for by
explicitly modeling the dynamic properties of the fluid in the submerged portions of the skirt,
drain channels, and the base ring.
Prior analytical models have predicted that the vibration modes are closely spaced.. The final asbuilt structural predictive vibration analysis is performed prior to startup testing for correlation to
final measurement results of acoustic loads measured on the steam dryer during startup testing,
as elements of a comprehensive vibration assessment program described in Subsection 3L.4.6.

.9-291
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3L.5.5.2.1

The next two steps are identical for Methods I and II.
A weighting factor is determined by the strain energy method, which begins by obtaining
the solution to the following equation based on the expected forcing function:

where
{U}

=

A vector representing the displacement response of the structure when
subjected to the expected forcing function shape. This displacement
response to an input forcing function is calculated from the finite element
model on the computer.

{1}i

=

Mass normalized mode shape for vibration mode i. Mode shapes were
determined from modal analysis of the finite element model. The mode
shapes are normalized such that the generalized mass, {cp}iT[M]{ 4 }i, is unity
(where [M] is the mass matrix).

qi

=

Mode i response, dependent on load distribution. These coefficients are
calculated from the previously calculated {U} and {(}i using formulas
derived from the generalized Fourier Theorem.
This is an application of the generalized Fourier Theorem, which establishes that a
displacement function such as {U} can be represented by a linear sum of the
eigenfunctions, {(}i. The theory and methods for calculation of these coefficients may be
found in text books on the subject of basic vibration analysis, such as Reference 3L-4.
The strain energy contribution, ei, for each mode is then calculated:
12

e =- .q. ."{ } -[K]-101,
2
where
[K]

The structural stiffness matrix (For a more detailed explanation of the theory
and calculation methods, see text books on the subject vibration analysis,
such as Reference 3L-4.)
This step is similar for both Methods I and II, the only difference being that Method I
includes the entire frequency range in one group, while Method II uses several groups of
frequency ranges. Then the strain energy weighted allowable strain vibration amplitude is
calculated over a given frequency range by combining the weighted strain allowable values
for each mode as follows:
For

=
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where
Allowable strain value between o"and o", which includes the SCF
It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peakhighest stress of each
mode occurs at the same physical location on the structure. In reality, the maximum stress
locations for different modes may occur at different locations. Since the purpose of this
calculation is just to confirm that the maximum stress is less than an acceptable limit, it is
quite acceptable to add this conservatism. However, it should be understood that the value
calculated is conservatively high, and it is not an accurate prediction of the actual stress
amplitude. If a stress calculated in this manner should exceed the limit in a few situations,
then a less conservative calculation can be used in those few cases.
EL, allowed =

The strain value in the above equation is the allowable strain used during the actual
execution of the test. It represents the strain level at the sensor location when the
maximum stress on the structure is 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi).
Step 9 is the same for both Methods I and II, except that it is applied to each of the multiple
frequency ranges associated with Method II; whereas, Method I is only for one frequency
range. The combined shape factor is derived to relate the maximum zero-to-peak strain
value measured at the sensor location to the corresponding maximum zero-to-peak stress
intensity value on the structure.
allmax

-- Ell'measuredmax
lJ ,allowed

(68.9MPa) = e

l,measuredmax *CSF

where
CSF - (68.9 MPa)

= Combined Shape Factor with the SCF included.

I H,allowed

GILmax

=

Maximum zero-to-peak stress value anywhere on the structure for
modes within the frequency range of "Dto (oi.

Maximum measured zero-to-peak strain (one-half of maximum
measured p-p) from time history of sensor band pass filtered over
the frequency range wol to (oi.
This is the maximum zero-to-peak stress value anywhere on the structure as determined by
Method I. For Method I, this value is compared to 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) for determination of
acceptability.
ElIImeasured,max

*

-

One additional step remains for Method II. The maximum stress values for each frequency
band are added together using the absolute sum method to determine the overall maximum
stress on the structure for comparison to the 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) limit for the material.
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a'MAV

= UIl,max + Orlll,max +'" +OaN,max

where
amAx

=

Maximum overall zero-to-peak stress anywhere on structure as determined
by Method II.

aN,max

=

Maximum zero-to-peak stress anywhere on structure within the frequency
range of W-1 to WN (N-I frequency ranges total).

TA is compared to the 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) limit in order to determine acceptability under
Method II.
It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peahighest stress of each mode 13.9-285
occurs at the same time. In reality, the maximum stress occurs at different times. Since the
purpose of this calculation is just to confirm that the maximum stress is less than an acceptable
limit, it is quite acceptable to add this conservatism. However, it should be understood that the
value calculated is conservatively high, and it is not an accurate prediction of the actual stress
amplitude. If a stress calculated in this manner should exceed the limit in a few situations, then a
less conservative calculation can be used in those few cases.
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3L.5.5.2.2 Method III
Method III uses the mode shape factor from Step 3, the SCF and the measured strain value to
determine the maximum stress amplitude anywhere on the structure for each natural mode.
Picking up after Step 5 from Subsection 3L.5.5.2:
(1) Maximum stress in the structure is calculated from the measured strain value at the sensor
location.
ai,MAX

e ...measured,max"

E "MSF•-SCF,

where
U MAX

Maximum zero-to-peak stress anywhere on structure for mode i.

=

Maximum zero-to-peak strain for mode i as determined from power

Ei,measured,max =

spectrum from sensor signal.
E

(2)

Young's Modulus

MSF,

=

Mode Shape Factor for mode i.

SCFi

=

Stress Concentration Factor as applicable for maximum stress location
for mode i.

The maximum stress values for each mode are added together using the absolute sum
method to determine the overall maximum stress on the structure for comparison to the
68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) limit for the material.
UMAX =

UILMAX

+

0

*2,MAX

+

+"-n,MAX

where
MLCY
Ui.x
M=

=

Maximum overall zero-to-peak
determined by Method III.

stress anywhere

on

structure

as

Maximum zero-to-peak stress anywhere on structure for mode i (n total
dominant modes).

is compared to the 68.9 MPa (10,000 psi) limit in order to determine acceptability under
Method III.
uMAX

It should be noted that this step conservatively assumes that the peakhighest stress of each mode
occurs at the same physical location on the structure and at the same time. In reality, the
maximum stress locations for different modes may occur at different locations and at different
times. Since the purpose of this calculation is just to confirm that the maximum stress is less
than an acceptable limit, it is quite acceptable to add these conservatisms. However, it should be
understood that the value calculated is conservatively high, and it is not an accurate prediction of
the actual stress amplitude. If a stress calculated in this manner should exceed the limit in a few
situations, then a less conservative calculation can be used in those few cases.
In summary, all three methods involve two significant conservatisms:
*

The assumption of the maximum stresses occurring at the same location in a component,
and
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The assumption that the maximum stresses for different modes occur at the same time.

Inclusion of these two significant conservatisms results in significantly higher calculated
stresses.
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understood that the value calculated is conservatively high, and it is not an accurate prediction of
the actual stress amplitude. If a stress calculated in this manner should exceed the limit in a few
situations, then a less conservative calculation can be used in those few cases.
In summary, all three methods involve two significant conservatisms:
•

The assumption of the maximum stresses occurring at the same location in a component,
and

•

The assumption that the maximum stresses for different modes occur at the same time.

Inclusion of these two significant conservatisms results in significantly higher calculated
stresses.
3L.5.5.3

(Deleted)
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Table 3L-5
Applicable Data Reduction Methodfor Comparisonto Criteria(2)(3)
Component

Sensor Type

Applicable Data
Reduction
Method

Frequency
Bandwidth
(Hz)(1)

Shroud

Strain Gages

Time History

0-100

Steam Dryer Skirt

Strain Gages

Time History

0-200

Steam Dryer Skirt

Accelerometer
(Displacement)

Time History

0-100

Steam Dryer Drain
Channels

Strain Gages

Time History

0-100, 100-200

Steam Dryer Hoods

Strain Gages

Time History

0-100, 100-200

Steam Dryer
Support Ring

Accelerometer

Time History

0-1600
0-80, 80-200

Separator Top

Accelerometer

Time History

0-100

Chimney

Accelerometer

Time History

0-200

Standby Liquid
Control Lines

Strain Gages,
Accelerometer

Time History

0-100

(1)

(2)

(3)

It should be noted that the 200 Hz frequency range is approximate and is dependent on the SRV

standpipe design. The frequency range monitored and evaluated in the FIV test program
bound the range of frequencies determined for the final SRV standpipe design.
Pressure sensors data reduction from steam dome, steam dryer skirt, and steam dryer
included in this table. The pressure data from these components anRd the main steamlines
in Subsection 3L.4.6.
For Method II1,the spectrum method may be used in place of the Time History Method
sufficient margin.

is adjusted to
hood are not
are discussed
in cases with
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